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AUTHOR'S NOTE 

This thesis has been written as a collection of stand alone papers intended for 

publication. Some overlap and repetition of material has therefore been inevitable. 

An Executive Summary has been presented in place of an Abstract in order to draw 

together and summarise all the strands from the individual chapters. An Executive 

Summary is longer than a standard Abstract, thereby allowing ecological managers 

and scientists to gain a quick but comprehensive overview of the objectives, methods, 

results, conclusions and recommendations of the overall work. 



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

INVESTIGATION TITLE: The effects of vegetation removal on rabbits 

(Oryctolagus cuniculus) and small mammalian predators in braided riverbeds of the 

Mackenzie Basin. 

INVESTIGATION OVERVIEW: 

111 

Predation by cats, ferrets and stoats (Mustela erminea) has been identified as a major 

threat to several species of birds which nest in open riverbed areas of the Mackenzie 

Basin, South Canterbury, New Zealand (Pierce 1987). Lagomorphs, particularly 

rabbits are an important prey of these carnivorous predators and manipulations of 

rabbit numbers may therefore be an important tool in controlling predator abundance 

(King and Moors 1979, Alterio 1994). This study aimed to describe the diet of cats, 

ferrets and stoats in riverbeds and farmland of the Mackenzie Basin in order to 

determine the relative importance of individual prey species to predator diet. 

Project River Recovery (Department of Conservation, Twizel) hypothesised that 

removal of large areas of willow (Salix spp.) from the Tekapo Riverbed would 

enhance feeding and nesting habitat for riverbed birds, lower rabbit and predator 

abundance in the area and thereby decrease the amount of predation on birds and 

other endemic biota in the system. The relationship between vegetation and the 

relative abundance of lagomorphs and predators of riverbed nesting birds was 

examined in this study. 

Birds nesting on river islands may be at reduced risk from predation compared to 

birds nesting on the mainland (Robertson et al. 1983). This study investigated the 

hypothesis that flows of three cumecs and above may deter predators from visiting 

islands (Pierce 1987) and examined other factors which may have increased the 

protective value of islands to nesting birds. 

Cats and ferrets are generally the most abundant carnivorous, mammalian predators of 

riverbed nesting birds in the Mackenzie Basin. However, the relative abundance of 

predators in the riverbeds fluctuates and it has been suggested that an increase in stoat 

numbers may result after reductions in numbers of cats and ferrets (Pierce 1987). A 

predator guild dominated by stoats, which can survive on a staple diet of small prey 

items such as birds and mice, would be highly undesirable. This study began to test 

the hypothesis that a reduction in abundance of cats and ferrets will be followed by an 

increase in numbers of stoats. 



Habitat manipulations such as vegetation removal may be an invaluable long-term 

and relatively inexpensive method of protecting endemic biota such as riverbed 

nesting birds from predation. The wider reaching effects of reducing rabbits and 

predators on endemic biota using these methods may also become important 

arguments in the debate over the introduction of other, 'classic' bio-controls such as 

viral haemorrhagic disease. 

OBJECTIVES: 

( 1) describe cat, ferret and stoat diet in the Tekapo and Ahuriri riverbeds and 

surrounding farmland of the Mackenzie Basin. 

IV 

(2) describe interspecific and intraspecific differences in diet among and within each 

predator species. 

(3) investigate seasonal variations in predator diet. 

(4) investigate differences in predator diet among different habitat types (open 

riverbed, vegetated riverbed, farmland). 

(5) investigate the relative abundance of lagomorphs in relation to vegetative cover. 

(6) investigate the relative abundance of lagomorphs on mainland and island habitat. 

(7) investigate the relative abundance of cats, ferrets and other potential predators of 

riverbed nesting birds in relation to vegetative cover. 

(8) investigate the relative abundance of these predators on mainland and island 

habitat. 

(9) investigate changes in the relative abundance of predators following willow 

removal 

(10) determine whether numbers of stoats increased in relative abundance following 

willow removal. 

METHODS: 

(i) Predators were trapped on the Tekapo and Ahuriri Riverbeds and in surrounding 

farmland of the Mackenzie Basin. The gut tracts were removed and the contents 

analysed to determine which prey items were most important for each predator. Cat 

scats were also collected for analyses. Mammals were identified by teeth, claws, ears 

and by microscopic examination of hair. Lizards were identified by feet and skin, 

birds by feathers, beaks and feet and invertebrates by mandibles, head capsules, legs 

and wings. Lagomorph remains were categorised into weight classes based on the 

length of claw to weight ratio presented in Pierce (1987). 



(ii) Relative abundance of lagomorphs in relation to cover type and mainland and 

island habitat was determined from pellet scatter using the Gibb Index (Gibb et al. 

1969) and on direct sightings while out in the field. 

(iii) Relative abundance of predators in relation to cover type, mainland and island 

habitat and willow removal was determined predominantly from live-trap captures 

and from footprints left by predators in ink-print tracking tunnels. Radio telemetry 

(triangulation and close approach) was an important part of the methodology in the 

1992/93 field season but most of the triangulation data was discarded due to severe 

errors in the fixes. 

RESULTS, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS: 

V 

(1) The number of ferret guts containing identifiable food items was too low to 

analyse diet preferences and no stoats were captured at any of the sites. However, 

young lagomorphs (100-500 g) were the most common prey item in the guts and scats 

of cats. Wetas and other invertebrates, mice, skinks and birds were also relatively 

common, but contributed little to the composition of diet by weight. There was no 

significant difference in the percentage occurrence of prey items in the diet of male 

and female cats. However, relatively small sample sizes and large individual 

variation between the sexes mean that the extent to which male and female cats 

exploit different prey items needs to be further investigated. More adult cats ate 

lagomorphs compared to juveniles and juveniles ate more small prey items than 

adults. Consequently, predation levels on smaller, endemic 'alternative prey' species 

may be higher during late summer and autumn when kittens are more abundant. 

Recommendation: Determine the extent to which male and female cats exploit 

different prey items.. Describe the diet of stoats in the Mackenzie Basin . 

(2) Cats in this study ate a higher proportion of alternative prey to rabbits (birds, 

mice, lizards and invertebrates) than in other studies around the Tekapo River. This 

may reflect differences in abundance of alternative prey between the study sites or 

years. Alternatively, the higher amount of alternative prey eaten in this study may 

represent the occurrence of 'diet switching' after extensive rabbit poisoning operations 

in the Tekapo River prior to this study. 

Recommendation: Quantify changes in predator diet as a result of reduced 

lagomorph abundance. Replicate treatments and incorporate non-treatment sites into 

future studies. 
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(3) The diet of cats captured on the farmland differed from that of cats caught on the 

riverbed. This difference was mainly due to the higher numbers of skinks and 

invertebrates eaten by cats caught on the farmland. 

Recommendation: Base management strategies for controlling predators on the 

riverbed by manipulation of prey from diet studies within riverbed habitat and not 

from studies undertaken within other habitats. 

(4) Lagomorph abundance on the riverbed was significantly higher in vegetative 

cover than in areas of no cover. However, the highest concentrations of pellets were 

in vegetation not specifically targeted by the vegetation removal programme. Cats, 

ferrets, harriers and mice were also captured and tracked with greatest success in non

target cover. The higher numbers of lagomorphs and mice in non-target cover may 

play an important role in attracting cats and ferrets into this vegetation. 

Recommendation: Incorporate clearance of non-target cover from the riverbed as 

an important objective of the vegetation removal programme, in order to maximise 

the subsequent reduction in abundance of lagomorphs and potential predators of 

riverbed nesting birds. 

(5) Lagomorph pellet counts were over twice as high in open riverbed sites adjacent 

to cover ( < 500 m) than in open riverbed sites distant from cover (> 500 m). This 

suggests that cover is a limiting factor rather than a preferred habitat, and provided 

there is no alternative cover within at least 500 m of the cleared areas, vegetation 

removal should significantly reduce the numbers of rabbits visiting the open riverbed. 

Recommendation: Remove all vegetation (willow and non-target cover) within at 

least 500 m from the open riverbed in order to maximise the reduction in rabbit 

abundance in these areas . 

(6) Mean lagomorph pellet counts were significantly higher in open riverbed areas 

with higher densities of immediate ground cover, indicating that rabbits may be 

feeding on this vegetation. 

Recommendation: Maintain strict control over vegetation regrowth and weeds 

growing within the riverbed to make the open riverbed less attractive to rabbits. 

(7) The direct effect of willow removal on predator abundance still needs to be 

resolved. Cat and ferret abundance declined significantly in the experimental area 

after willow removal. However, a decline in predator abundance was also detected in 

areas where willow removal did not occur. This reduction in trap success between 

seasons may represent a riverwide decline in cats and ferrets after extensive rabbit 

poisoning operations prior to this study. 
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Recommendation: Keep the cleared areas free of vegetation. Once the rabbit 

population has recovered, compare predator abundance between cleared areas and 

areas which have remained undisturbed. 

(8) Stoat abundance did not increase after a reduction in numbers of cats and ferrets 

in this study. However, local reductions in cat and ferret abundance after habitat 

manipulations may illicit different responses from stoats than a widespread reduction 

in cat and ferret abundance from rabbit poisoning or the introduction of 'classic' 

biological controls 

Recommendation: Further test the hypothesis that a reduction in cat and ferret 

numbers will lead to an increase in stoat abundance. 

(9) Abundance of lagomorphs and potential predators of riverbed nesting birds was 

significantly lower on islands than on the mainland. Water flows around islands 

deterred non-aerial predators. It is likely that the dimensions and speed of the water 

channels are an important factor behind the effectiveness of water as a barrier. Lower 

numbers of rabbits on islands are also likely to be less attractive to carnivorous 

predators. Island size was isolated as the driving factor behind lagomorph abundance 

on islands, where the lowest pellet counts per sq m occurred on islands less than 1000 

sqm. 

Recommendation: Reduce the number of large islands (> 1000 sq m) and increase 

the number of smaller islands to reduce lagomorph abundance on islands. Establish 

the optimum water flow ( depth, width and velocity) which will deter predators from 

visiting islands. Use this information to increase protection around islands more 

frequently visited by predators. 

(10) Several juvenile cats and adult male ferrets were captured at the end of the 

second season after an almost total absence of cat and ferret captures earlier in the 

season. The greater capture success in this last (reduced) trapping session may 

indicate that the reduction in predator abundance from field season one to field season 

two was only a temporary response to earlier changes in the environment. 

Recommendation: Focus future investigations on the long-term responses of 

lagomorph and predator populations to large scale manipulations of their habitat. 
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Chapter 1 2 

1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

The braided rivers of the Mackenzie Basin are important breeding areas for several 

species of wading birds including the endangered black stilt (Himantopus 

novaezealandiae), the threatened wrybill (Anarhynchus frontalis) and black-fronted 

tern (Sterna albostriata) (Robertson et al. 1983, Pierce 1987). All of these birds suffer 

high rates of predation. The black stilt is particularly susceptible, with the effects of 

predation exerting enough pressure to limit the population (Pierce 1986). 

A number of potential predators of riverbed nesting birds in the Mackenzie Basin have 

been identified. These include cats (Pelis catus), ferrets (Mustelafuro), stoats (Mustela 

erminea), Australasian harrier hawks ( Circus approximans), black-backed gulls 

(Larus dominicanus), hedgehogs (Erinaceus europaeus), rats (Rattus norvegicus) 

and mice (Mus musculus ). Currently there is little direct evidence which predators are 

ultimately responsible for the high nesting failure of these birds. However, feral cats, 

ferrets and stoats have been identified by Pierce (1986, 1987) as the main predator 

threat within the Mackenzie Basin. 

Large scale changes in braided riverbed habitat, as a result of the establishment of 

hydro-electric power stations in the region, may have played a major role in further 

reducing bird survival. Reduced water flows, increased siltation and rapidly spreading, 

introduced vegetation (predominantly Crack willow (Salixfragilis) and Russell lupin 

(Lupinus polyphyllus x Lupinus arboreus)) in the riverbed have significantly reduced 

the availability of suitable bird nesting habitat (bare shingle areas, preferably with close 

access to water), while providing a good niche for cats, ferrets, stoats and their main 

prey species, rabbits ( Oryctolagus cuniculus) (Robertson 1983). 

Rabbits are the key prey of cats and ferrets in the Mackenzie Basin (Pierce 1987). 

Consequently, the density, movements and diets of cats and ferrets are likely to be 

largely dependant on the number of rabbits present in the riverbed and on the 

surrounding farmland. The impact of predators on riverbed nesting birds may therefore 

primarily depend on when, where and how rabbits are controlled. If control of rabbits 

leads to a general lowering of predator abundance and little shift in the importance of 

endemic species in the diets of the remaining predators, then rabbit control might 

provide indirect widespread protection of endemic biota. However, if shifts in the diet 

of remaining predators after rabbit control lead to alternative prey (birds, mice, lizards 

or invertebrates) becoming a larger part of the predators' diet, then widespread and 

potentially long term increases in predation pressure on endemic species may result. 
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This study aims to describe the diet of cats, ferrets and stoats in the Tekapo and Ahuriri 

Rivers in order to determine the relative importance of individual prey species to 

predator diet. 

Although there are numerous traditional and relatively effective methods of controlling 

rabbits and their predators, such as poisoning and trapping, most are time consuming, 

expensive and often provide only short-term benefits. In areas where these methods of 

control are proving inadequate there has been increased interest in alternative 

approaches, such as the introduction of biological controls. Recently there has been 

much debate over the possible introduction of myxomatosis. Although this option has 

now been ruled out, other 'classic' biological controls are still being seriously 

considered (for example, viral haemorrhagic disease). Intensive research into the long

term effects of reducing lagomorph numbers on introduced and endemic biota needs to 

be undertaken before these bio-controls can be introduced with confidence. 

Habitat manipulations are another form of biological control which are gradually 

gaining popularity as a management tool. The Department of Conservation in 

conjunction with the Yellow-eyed Penguin Trust have established zones of rank grass 

around many mainland yellow-eyed penguin breeding areas to create a 'vegetation 

buffer' (Department of Conservation 1989, Alterio 1994). These 'buffer strips' are 

thought to physically deter predators, limiting their access to the penguin breeding 

grounds, while simultaneously lowering the abundance of their preferred prey, rabbits. 

Project River Recovery is an Electri corp funded habitat enhancement programme run 

by the Department of Conservation in the wetland areas of the Mackenzie Basin. The 

goal is to enhance wetland habitat. Part of the enhancement work is targeted at native 

birds on the braided riverbeds and surrounding wetlands and is presently achieved 

primarily by removing large areas of vegetation from the Tekapo and Ahuriri Rivers. It 

has been hypothesised that the removal of willows and lupins will first provide greater 

areas of open riverbed habitat for nesting birds and second reduce rabbit density and 

encourage predators to leave the area, thereby resulting in fewer birds being preyed 

upon. These hypotheses are based on the suggestion that bare areas with an associated 

reduction in prey abundance may be the best environment for reduced predator 

occurrence in riverbed areas (Pierce 1987). If willow removal does lead to a reduction 

in lagomorph abundance then the responses of predators to this reduction in their key 

prey, may feature as an important argument in the debate over the introduction of other 

forms of biological control of rabbits. 
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It has been suggested that birds nesting on islands may be at reduced risk from 

predation compared to birds nesting on the mainland, particularly if the availability of 

alternative prey on the mainland is high (Pierce 1987). The hypothesis states that water 

channels three cumecs and higher can create an effective barrier to predators. This 

study aims to test this hypothesis and to investigate any other factors which may 

increase the protective value of islands to nesting birds and other endemic biota. 

Pierce (1987) also hypothesised that an apparent increase in the number of stoats living 

in a section of riverbed in one year of his study was triggered by rabbit poisoning in the 

preceding winter, and to a subsequent reduction in numbers of cats and ferrets. There 

was no non-treatment block (i.e. unpoisoned area) for comparison, no replication of the 

treatment, and sample sizes were small. Despite the consequent uncertainty about the 

generality of Pierce's result, the prospect that stoats would appear or increase in 

abundance following rabbit control, has featured repeatedly in.arguments concerning 

myxomatosis, and now concerning willow removal by Project River Recovery. To 

date there has been no follow up work to investigate the importance of Pierce's 

observations. This study begins to test this hypothesis. 

1.1 Structure of this thesis 

This MSc study aimed to 

1. describe the diet of cats, ferrets and stoats in some braided riverbeds and 

surrounding farmland of the Mackenzie Basin (Chapter 2), 

2. investigate the relative abundance of their key prey species, lagomorphs, in 

relation to different habitats within the river system (Chapter 3), 

3. investigate the relative abundance and movement patterns of potential 

predators (particularly cats, ferrets and stoats) in relation to habitat type and 

lagomorph abundance, before and after vegetation clearance (Chapter 4 ), and 

4. make recommendations for future management on the basis of this research 

(Chapter 5). 
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CHAPTER 2: THE DIET OF CATS (Felis catus) AND FERRETS (Mustela 

furo) IN BRAIDED RIVERBEDS AND SURROUNDING FARMLAND OF 

THE MACKENZIE BASIN . 
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2.1 INTRODUCTION 

Cats (Pelis catus) and ferrets (Mustelafuro) are opportunistic feeders on a wide range of 

prey, including rats (Rattus spp.), mice (Mus musculus), birds, possums (Trichosurus 

vulpecula) and hares (Lepus europaeus). They hunt live prey, but also eat carrion. 

However, rabbits (Oryctolagus cuniculus), where abundant, make up the greatest part of 

both cat and ferret diet (Fitzgerald 1964, Roser & Lavers 1976, Pierce 1987, Alterio 

1994, Smith et al. subm.). 

Manipulation of prey species may be an effective way of controlling both local 

populations of predators and their subsequent impact on native biota (King & Moors 

1979, Alterio 1994). However, interspecific and intraspecific differences in predator diet 

need to be well understood before undertaking manipulations of this kind. Species with 

different dietary requirements or different sex and age groups within a species may 

respond differently to changes in prey populations. Reduction of cats and ferrets as a 

response to reduced rabbit numbers may create a niche for the stoat (Mustela erminea) 

(Pierce 1987). Stoats are smaller than cats and ferrets and are capable of living on a staple 

diet of smaller prey items such as birds, mice, lizards and invertebrates when rabbit 

numbers are low (Sandell 1985). Accordingly, Project River Recovery's attempt to 

control rabbit numbers by manipulation of the habitat may trigger changes in the 

abundance and diets of the different predators that could increase or decrease 

conservation impacts. This is also true of any other rabbit control methods. 

Farmland in the Mackenzie Basin is generally considered degraded, from both 

agricultural production and conservation points of view (Espie et al. 1984). However, the 

braided riverbeds traversing the basin are sites of special conservation value. They are the 

main nesting sites of the endangered black stilt (Himantopus novaezealandiae), the 

threatened wrybill (Anarhynchusfrontalis) and black-fronted tern (Sterna albostriata). A 

rare grasshopper (Brachaspis robustus) also lives in these riverbed areas (White 1994). 

Differences in prey availability between farmland and riverbed habitats and even 

differences within these habitats will affect the feeding behaviour of cats and ferrets and 

potentially their response to manipulations of rabbit abundance. 

It is unknown which predators are ultimately responsible for the high predation levels on 

threatened birds nesting on the Mackenzie Basin riverbeds. However, feral cats and 

ferrets are very common in the Mackenzie Basin and have been shown to be effective 

predators of nesting birds in several areas (Merton 1970, Veitch 1985, Pierce 1987, 

Lavers & Clapperton 1990, Ratz et al. 1994). Stoat numbers fluctuate in the riverbeds, 
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but their ability to live on a diet predominantly composed of small prey items such as 

birds and mice has been well documented (Fitzgerald 1964, King & Moody 1982, 

Murphy & Dowding 1991, Alterio 1994). 

7 

Evidence supporting the occurrence of diet switching by cats and ferrets was reported in 

Pierce (1987). Alternative prey (skinks, invertebrates, birds and hedgehogs) were an 

important component of cat and ferret diet at the beginning of the study, after rabbits had 

been poisoned in the preceding winter. As the rabbit population recovered over the next 

two years, there was a steady increase in rabbit consumption in the diet of the predators. 

However, Pierce had no non-treatment block (unpoisoned area) for comparison and no 

replication of sites. 

Differences in diet with sex and age of predator species were also suggested by Pierce 

(1987), but only a few scats from known cats were obtained for analyses. Sample sizes 

were too low to be conclusive. Further investigation of intraspecific differences in cat diet 

in the Tekapo River is needed to confirm these results. 

Changes in predator movements, abundance and diet following rabbit reductions may 

become an important argument either for or against introduction of rabbit bio-controls. 

However, solid scientific evidence will be required before the consequences of reducing 

rabbits on a large scale for predator ecology can be predicted. This research sought to 

describe predator diet to assist in these predictions. If viral controls of rabbits are 

instigated, this study can also help in the interpretation of changes in predator ecology 

seen later. 

The research reported in this chapter originally aimed to: 

1. describe cat, ferret and stoat diets, 

2. describe differences in diet of different ages and sexes within each predator 

species, 

3. describe differences in diet among predator species, 

4. investigate seasonal variations in predator diet, and 

5. investigate differences in predator diet among different habitat types 

( open riverbed, vegetated riverbed, farmland). 

Due to extremely low captures in the first trapping session, an overall absence of stoats, 

and a low sample size of ferrets, aim 4 was not realised and the breadth of information for 

aims 1, 2, 3 and 5 were much reduced. As a consequence, this section of study will focus 

on the diet of cats. 
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2.2 DESCRIPTION OF STUDY AREAS 

Predators were trapped at six sites within the Mackenzie Basin (Figure 2.1). Four sites 

were in the Tekapo River system and two sites were in the Ahuriri River system. 

8 

Each site was trapped for two sessions in the 1992/1993 field season. In the second 

session five riverbed sites were paired with nearby farmland sites to allow detection of 

potential differences in diet among habitats. Farmland trap lines were between 100 m and 

300 m from the riverbed at all five sites. Site 6 in the Ahuriri was trapped in the second 

session only and was not paired with a farmland site. 

2.3 METHODS 

Cats and ferrets were weighed and sexed on capture. Cats which weighed less than 2 kg 

were classified as juvenile (J. Ragg, pers. comm.). No fully grown cats in good condition 

would have weighed less than 2 kg, but a few juveniles would potentially have weighed 

more. 

Gut tracts from cats and ferrets were separated into three sections -stomach, intestine and 

rectum. Initially food items were identified within these three categories, but for later 

analyses, the contents within the entire gut tract were pooled together . 

Cat scats were collected from the Tekapo River, the lower Ohau River (below the 

confluence of the Twizel River) and the lower Ahuriri River (from 5 km above Lake 

Benmore to the lake edge). Old (hard, white and crumbling) scats were ignored. Date 

and location where scats were collected were recorded for each site . 

The scats were soaked in water for several days until they were soft enough to be teased 

apart (Pierce 1987). Mammals were identified by teeth, claws, ears and where there was 

any doubt, by microscopic examination of hair (Brunner & Coman 1974, Day 1966). 

Lizards were identified by feet and skin, birds by feathers, beaks and feet and invertebrates 

by mandibles, head capsules, legs and wings. Where possible, lizards were further 

identified to species level by Anita Middlemiss (Zoology Department, University of 

Otago ) and invertebrates by Lisa Sinclair and Peter Johns (Zoology Department, 

University of Canterbury) (Appendix 2.1) . 
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Figure 2.1 Map of the Tekapo, Ohau and Ahuriri Rivers of the Mackenzie Basin, the 
surrounding farmland and the positions of the six sites where cats and ferrets were trapped for 
diet analyses. The positions of the three sites (TE, OH and TC) where relative abundance of 
lagomorphs (Chapter 3) and predators (Chapter 4) were investigated are also included. 
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Lagomorph remains were categorised into weight classes using the weight to claw length 

relationship presented in Pierce (1987). That is, the average length of lagomorph claws 

found in each gut and scat was calculated, and the relevant weight class classified as, 

'nestling'(< 100 g), 'young' (100-500 g) and 'adult'(> 500 g). Where no claws were 

found, the lagomorph remains were classified as weight 'unknown'. All fur and claws 

were removed from rabbit baits (used to catch the predators) so that trap baits did not 

interfere with the diet study. 

The results have been presented as both% occurrence (the percentage of guts or scats 

containing remains of each prey type), % composition by weight (the percentage of the 

overall weight contributed by each prey type) and % of total prey items. Percentage of 

composition by weight was calculated by determining the minimum number of items of 

each prey type in the guts or scats and then adjusting the % of total prey items by 

correction factors for the weight of flesh eaten for each item (following the methods used 

by Fitzgerald and Karl 1979, see Appendix 2.2). Gut tracts which were empty or which 

contained bones with no identifiable hard parts (that could potentially have come from the 

ingested bait) were not considered for analyses. 

In some cases, sample sizes were too small to fulfil the requirements of particular 

statistical analyses. In order to increase these sample sizes, prey items were sometimes 

lumped into 'lagomorph', 'large' (birds, possum, rats and hedgehogs) and 'small' (mice, 

·1 lizards and invertebrates) prey categories. 

Chi-square contingency tables were used to test for differences in the percentage of prey 

items (occurrence and total prey items) in the guts and scats of cats. 

2.4 RESULTS 

2.4.1 Ferret Diet 

Twenty-five ferrets (11 male and 14 female) were captured for diet analyses. Fourteen 

(56 % ) of these gut tracts were empty and three (12 % ) contained unidentifiable bone 

fragments which may have been ingested bait. Eight (32 % ) guts remained with 

identifiable prey remains (Appendix 2.3). The ferrets had eaten lagomorphs, mice, a large 

number of invertebrates, a hedgehog and a rat. Sample sizes are too low to come to any 

) conclusions about the relative contributions of these foods in the diet of ferrets. Of the two 
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guts which contained lagomorphs, one contained a nestling (<100 g), the other lagomorph 

was of weight unknown. 

2.4.2 Cat Diet 

Fifty-three cats were captured for diet analyses. Three (6 % ) of the gut tracts were empty, 

three (6 % ) contained unidentifiable bone remains which may have come from ingested 

bait and two (4 %) contained totally unidentifiable remains. Forty-five (22 male and 23 

female) gut tracts remained which contained identifiable prey remains. Of these 23 were 

adults and 22 were juveniles. A total of 56 scats were collected. None of these scats were 

from known individuals. 

Lagomorphs were the most important prey item in cat diet, occurring in 69 % of the guts 

and contributing 78 % to the total diet by weight (Figure 2.2). Birds, mice, skinks, weta 

and other invertebrates were relatively common, although the contribution made to the 

overall diet biomass was low. Weta and 'other invertebrates' occurred in 24 % and 42 % 

of the guts respectively, but contributed only 0.9 % and 0.4 % to the diet by weight 

-< (53 % of the guts contained either weta, other invertebrates or both). Although mice ( 42 

I· 

',,-

% ) were present in over three times as many guts compared to birds (13 % ), bird prey by 

weight contributed only marginally less (5 % cf. 6 % ) to cat diet. Skinks occurred in 22 

% of guts and contributed 2 % by weight. Geckos, possums, hedgehogs and rats were the 

least common prey items. 

Analyses of prey items found within cat scats also showed that lagomorphs were the most 

common prey item, occurring in 77 % of scats and contributing 83 % by weight (Figure 

2.3). Fewer mice were found in the scats compared with in the guts (in 27 %, contributing 

4 % by weight), but birds were more common (in 32 % of the scats, contributing 10 % by 

weight). Skinks, weta and other invertebrates were the least common prey items. Geckos, 

possums, hedgehogs and rats were absent. The only prey item found in scats and absent 

from the gut tracts, was remains of a sheep. 
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Figure 2.2 The percentage (occurrence and composition by weight) of cat diet constituted by 
each prey type present in 45 cat guts from the Tekapo and Ahuriri Rivers of the Mackenzie Basin. 
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Figure 2.3 The percentage (occurrence and composition by weight) of cat diet constituted by 
each prey type present in 56 cat scats collected within riverbeds and farmland of the Mackenzie 
Basin. 
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2.4.2.1 Differences in diet between male and female cats. 

As scats were from unknown individuals, differences in diet between sex and age of cats 

were determined using the gut samples. 

Male and female cats ate very similar prey. Although more males preyed upon 

lagomorphs, skinks, geckos and 'other invertebrates' than females (Figure 2.4), none of 

these differences were significant. However, females did eat a greater total numbers of 

weta than males (p = 0.0015, Appendix 2.4). This difference was not apparent once 

juveniles were removed from the analyses (refer below). Possums, hedgehogs and rats 

only occurred in the diet of females. However, only remains of one hedgehog (a juvenile), 

one rat and two possums were identified. The two possums were in the gut of one female 

cat. Comparison of claw size and size of the ears with those of preserved possum joeys, 

suggests that both of these possums were too young to be wandering independently and 

may have been scavenged from the pouch of a dead adult possum. 
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Figure 2.4 The percent occurrence of male (n=22) and female (n=23) cat guts which contained 
each prey type. 
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2.4.2.2 Differences in diet between adult and juvenile cats 

Significantly fewer juvenile cats preyed upon lagomorphs than adults (p=0.0421, Figure 

2.5). Lagomorph remains were present in only 55 % of juvenile guts compared to 83 % 

of the adults. More juveniles ate birds, skinks, weta and other invertebrates than adults, 

although this difference was only significant for 'other invertebrates' (p = 0.0006). 

However, the total number of weta eaten by juveniles (n=34) compared to adults (n=6) 

(Appendix 2.4) was also significantly higher (p = 0.0005). This was largely due to two 

juvenile females who together ate 24 weta. The hedgehog and two possums were eaten 

by juveniles. The rat was eaten by an adult. 

Overall, although 50 % more adults preyed upon lagomorphs compared to juveniles 

(Figure 2.5), there was no significant difference in the numbers of adults and juveniles 

with large or small prey items in their guts. However, juveniles did eat a significantly 

higher proportion of small prey in total than adults (p=0.0014, Figure 2.6), while the 

proportion of lagomorph prey eaten by adults was twice as high as that of juveniles 

(p=0.0008). 
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Figure 2.5 The percent occurrence of adult (n=23) and juvenile (n=22) cat guts which 
·' · contained each prey type . 
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Figure 2.6 The percentage of lagomorph, large and small prey items present in the guts of adult 
(n=23) and juvenile (n=22) cats (***=significant to 0.1 %, **=significant to 1 % and 
*=significant to 5 % ). 

2.4.2.3 Age classes of lagomorphs in cat diet 

'Young' lagomorphs (100 - 500 g) were more common than 'nestlings' or 'adults' in both 

cat guts and scats (Figure 2.7). Young lagomorphs accounted for 59 % of lagomorph 

remains in guts and for 43 % in scats. Nestling and adult lagomorphs accounted for 11 % 

and 30 % of lagomorph remains in guts respectively, and for 25 % and 32 % of 

lagomorph remains in scats. Combining guts and scats, nestlings accounted for 18 % , 

young for 51 % and adults for 31 % oflagomorph remains. 

Nestling, young and adult rabbits were found in similar ratios in adult cats of both sexes 

and in adults compared to juveniles (Appendix 2.5). 
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Figure 2.7 The percent occurrence of nestling, young and adult lagomorphs in the guts (n=45) 
. and scats (n=56) of cats from riverbeds and farmland of the Mackenzie Basin. 

2.4.2.4 Differences in diet between cats caught in farmland versus riverbed sites. 

As no differences were found in adult compared to juvenile guts between farmland and 

riverbed sites, all the cat guts were analysed together for diet comparisons between sites. 

There was no significant difference in the number of cats eating lagomorph, large or small 

prey on the riverbed compared to on the farmland. However, the proportion of lagomorph 

in the diet as a percentage of the total number of prey items ingested, was almost twice as 

high in riverbed cats than in farmland cats (p=0.0439, Figure 2.8). The proportion of large 

prey items in cat diet was over four times greater in the riverbed cats (p=0.0156) and the 

proportion of small items was one-and-a-third times greater in the farmland cats 

(p=0.0017). A breakdown of the individual prey items ingested by riverbed and farmland 

cats is. presented in Table 2.1. 
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Figure 2.8 The percent of lagomorph, large and small prey items present in the guts of cats 
, ;, caught on the riverbed (n=19) and on farmland (n=26) in the Mackenzie Basin. (***=significant 

to 0.1 %, **=significant to 1 % and *=significant to 5 % ). 
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Table 2.1 Prey items present in the guts of feral house cats caught on the riverbed (n=19) 
and nearby farmland (n=26) of the Mackenzie Basin. 

Individual number of prey items 

Prey category Prey item Riverbed cats Farmland cats 

Lagomorph Lagomorph 16 16 

Large Bird 2 2 

Rat 0 1 

Hedgehog 1 0 

Possum 2 0 

Small Wetas 6 28 

Other inverts 18 29 

Mouse 12 17 

Skink 2 22 

Gecko 1 2 
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2.5 DISCUSSION 

2.5.1 Ferret diet 

The percentage of empty guts in ferrets (56 % ) in this study was similar to other diet 

studies where ferrets were live-trapped. Forty-nine percent of ferrets caught in Central 

Otago in soft-jawed victor traps were empty (Smith et al. subm.) as were 50 % of ferrets 

caught around yellow-eyed penguin breeding colonies in the Catlins, Otago Peninsula 

and North Otago coastlines (Alterio 1994). 

Smith et al. (subm.) suggest that the metabolic rate of ferrets is fast enough to digest and 

excrete food materials overnight and highlight the importance of collecting scats at trap 

sites for live-trapped ferrets. As in Smith's study, live-traps were necessary in this study to 

allow blood extraction for TB analyses as required by Ragg et al. (1994). 

The sample size of guts with identifiable prey items was too low to come to any 

conclusions about diet of ferrets from this study. The large number of invertebrate larvae 

present in one of the three ferrets which ate invertebrates, may have been ingested 

secondarily rather than actively preyed upon. The larvae belonged to the genus 

Dermestes (L. Sinclair, pers. comm.). These larvae usually feed on dry material of animal 

origin such as insect remains, dry carcasses, hair or feathers. There was no evidence of 

bone, hair or feather remains in the gut of this ferret, but there was remains of a mouse 

which may support the 'carrion-feeding' method of ingestion. Alternatively, the mouse 

may have fed on the larvae, and the ferret may have ingested them by this route. 

Other studies investigating the food preferences of ferrets, have found that where 

lagomorphs are readily available, rabbits make up the major proportion of the diet (Pierce 

1987, Smith et al. subm.). Alterio (1994) and Roser & Lavers (1976) also reported the 

importance of rabbit in ferret diet, although the amount of bird remains was much higher 

than in either of the other two studies referred to here. Bird remains occurred in 30 % of 

ferret scats at Pukepuke Lagoon (Roser & Lavers 1976) and in 50 % of ferret guts in the 

Catlins, Southland and on the Otago Peninsula (Alterio 1994). In comparison, bird 

remains occurred in 2 % of ferret scats on the Tekapo River, Mackenzie Basin (Pierce 

1987) and in 13 % of ferret guts in central Otago (Smith et al. subm.). These differences 

in diet probably reflect regional differences in prey availability. 
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2.5.2 Cat diet 
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The proportion of lagomorphs (69 % ) found in the diet of cats in this study is slightly 

lower than other studies where lagomorphs are generally readily available. Seventy-nine 

percent of cat guts contained lagomorph remains around yellow-eyed penguin breeding 

colonies in the Catlins, Otago Peninsula and North Otago coast (Alterio 1994). Eighty

six percent of cat scats collected in the Tekapo River, Mackenzie Basin, contained 

lagomorph remains (Pierce 1987). In the Orongorongo Valley where rabbits were scarce 

(Fitzgerald & Karl 1979) and on Stewart Island where rabbits were absent (Karl & Best 

1982), rats made up the greatest proportion of cat diet. Rats were uncommon in the 

Mackenzie Basin (refer to Chapter 4, Pierce 1987) and were only recorded in the stomach 

of one cat in this study. On Herekopare Island, a mammal-free island near Stewart Island, 

cats fed mainly on petrels, supplemented by land birds and insects (Fitzgerald & Veitch 

1985). 

These studies all strongly reflect the opportunistic feeding habits of cats and emphasise 

the ability of cats to feed on a number of prey types. If removing willows is effective in 

reducing rabbit numbers on the Tekapo River (Chapter 3), there may be potential for cats 

to switch their diet to include more birds and other endemic biota, and maintain reduced 

population levels within the vegetation control area. 

2.5.2.1 Intraspecific differences in the diet of cats 

Despite considerable size dimorphism between male and female cats (Fitzgerald & Veitch 

1985, Fitzgerald & Karl unpubl. cited in King 1990) there appears to be remarkably little 

difference in diet of cats between sexes in the Mackenzie Basin. Slightly more male cats 

preyed on lagomorphs than females and females ate significantly more weta than males, 

but these results were influenced by two juvenile females which between them ate a very 

large number of weta. Male cats also ate significantly more lagomorphs and significantly 

less invertebrates than females in the Catlins, Southland and on the Otago Peninsula 

(Alterio 1994). However, these results were also inflated by the large number of weta 

consumed by two female cats. Diet studies undertaken in the Netherlands (Niewold 

1986) and in mallee Australia (E. Jones, pers. comm. cited in Fitzgerald 1988) support the 

trends in this study and in Alterio (1994), where male cats tended to eat more lagomorphs 

and less alternative prey than smaller female cats. 

There are very few studies in New Zealand which have compared the diet of male and 

female cats. Many studies analyse the diet of cats using scats collected while undertaking 
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other field work. Consequently, the sex and age of the animal which deposited the scat 

can not be identified. In other studies, where diet is analysed from guts or scats from 

known cats, sample sizes are too small and individual variation is too great to confidently 

conclude that differences in diet have not occurred by chance (this study, Pierce 1987, 

Alterio 1994). However, if females are less dependent than males on lagomorphs then 

their responses to manipulations of lagomorph abundance may also differ. Future diet 

studies in New Zealand need to determine the extent to which male and female cats 

exploit different prey items. 

Fewer juvenile cats preyed upon lagomorphs than adults. This probably reflects a 

reduced ability of juveniles to successfully catch and kill these large prey items. The 

same trend was suggested but unproven by Pierce (1987). Age differences in ability to 

catch lagomorphs may relate to size disadvantage or unrefined hunting skills of juvenile 

cats. The lack of difference in lagomorph size preferences between juvenile and adult cats 

may result from young juveniles being provided with food by their mother (who may be 

more capable of catching and killing the larger rabbits). 

Juvenile cats consumed significantly more small prey items overall compared to adult 

cats. Juveniles are more likely to be able to sustain themselves on smaller prey items until 

they have learned the necessary hunting skills and can physically cope with catching and 

killing larger prey. 

The reduced occurrence of lagomorphs in the diet of juvenile compared to adult cats may 

temporarily affect the predation levels on a number of endemic species living on the 

riverbed. Peak dispersal of kittens in the Tekapo River area occurred in February and 

March (Pierce 1987). These kittens would still be relatively dependent on smaller prey 

items and may be able to survive in areas where there are few lagomorphs. During these 

periods endemic biota such as birds, lizards and certain invertebrates (for example, the 

endangered grasshopper, Brachaspis robustus , the tree weta, Hemideina maori and the 

newly discovered burrowing ground weta, Hemiandrus spp.) may be at greater risk of 

predation. 

2.5.2.2 Seasonal variation in the diet of cats 

Sample sizes were too low to statistically test for seasonal differences in cat diet. 

However, twice as many cat scats contained bird remains compared to guts. The majority 

of cat guts were obtained in April and May, when all the riverbed birds have migrated out 

of the Basin and to their wintering grounds (R. Maloney, pers. comm.). In contrast, scats 
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were collected throughout both field seasons. Birds are likely to be more vulnerable and 

will make easier prey during the breeding season when eggs and chicks are abundant and 

adults spend a lot of time sitting on nests. Scats collected during the bird breeding season 

may have increased the percent occurrence of birds in this sampling regime. 

Similarly, the percent occurrence of rabbit nestlings in cat scats was over twice as high as 

in the gut samples. In the Mackenzie Basin, although rabbits breed all year round, there 

is a peak from August to December (Pierce 1987). During the kill trapping regime in 

April and May, there were likely to have been fewer nestlings and young rabbits present 

than earlier in the year. 

2.5.2.3 Differences in the diet of cats caught in farmland compared to riverbed 

habitat 

Differences in the diet of cats caught on the riverbed compared to on the farmland, were 

largely influenced by the high numbers of small prey items (particularly skinks and weta) 

consumed by individual cats caught on the farmland. Although cats caught on the 

farmland may have previously been feeding on the riverbed, the strong relationship 

between habitat and diet would suggest that these patterns are real. Responses of 

predators to changes in prey abundance within farmland habitat may therefore have little 

-- :, applicability for similar changes in prey abundance on the riverbed. 

C I 

2.5.3 The importance of lagomorphs to predators 

Rabbits are very important in diet of cats and ferrets. Reduction in rabbit numbers on the 

riverbed will effect the behaviour of these predators ( e.g. diet switching, emigration or 

starvation), but not enough evidence exists to accurately predict what these responses will 

be. Pierce (1987) noted a reduction in lagomorph remains in cat and ferret diet and a 

subsequent reduction in cat and ferret numbers after rabbit poisoning. However, caution 

must be taken in transferring the responses of cats and ferrets to reduced rabbit abundance 

from Pierce's study to this one. A reduction of rabbit numbers by poisoning (Pierce's 

study) may have a profoundly different effect on predators compared to a reduction of 

rabbit numbers through manipulation of the local habitat (this study). 

The frequency of cats preying on alternative prey to rabbits (birds, mice, lizards and 

invertebrates) from both guts and scats in this study, is much higher than found by Pierce 

(1987). Using the percent occurrence of prey items in the diet of cats from scats (as in 

Pierce), nine times as many cats ate mice, nearly five times as many ate invertebrates 
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(excluding wetas) and nearly four times as many ate birds in this study. These differences 

might simply reflect differences in prey availability between the two sites or two years. 

Alternatively, higher levels of non-rabbit prey found in this study may indicate that diet 

switching has already occurred, as a result of the extensive rabbit poisoning operation 

prior to this study. To accurately determine the extent to which diet switching occurs, 

both rabbit abundance and predator diet needs to be assessed before and after reducing 

rabbit numbers at treatment and non-treatment sites. 

Young rabbits (100 - 500 g) accounted for the majority of the lagomorph remains in cat 

diet. The relatively low number of nestlings that occurred in both cat guts and scats may 

be because cats usually wait until nestlings leave their burrows or stops to prey upon them 

(Gibb et al. 1978, Pierce 1987). Although Pierce (1987) found several cases where cats 

had attempted to dig into rabbit stops, "most of these diggings had been abandoned after a 

few scratchings". Gibb et al. (1978) suggests that cats hunting in the Kourarau enclosure 

knew where the rabbit nests were and lay in wait for the young rabbits to emerge. 

Consequently, a cat is more likely to come in contact with young rabbits than nestlings. 

In contrast, ferrets often hunt below ground, moving from burrow to burrow in search of 

their lagomorph prey (Gibb et al. 1978, Alterio 1994). As a result, ferrets are more likely 

to prey regularly upon nestlings than are cats. 

-,i The hypothesis that reduced rabbit numbers may ultimately lead to an increase in stoat 

abundance still needs to be tested. Although lagomorphs are important in stoat diet, birds 

and mice generally occur in greater abundance than in the diet of cats and ferrets 

(Fitzgerald 1964, King & Moody 1982, Murphy & Dowding 1991, Alterio 1994). If 

stoats are less dependent on lagomorphs than cats and ferrets, then it is more likely that 

- I 

they will be able to survive in an area after rabbit numbers have been reduced. If cat and 

ferret numbers are subsequently reduced following a reduction in rabbit abundance, 

competition for the surviving rabbits and alternative prey will also be significantly 

lowered. There are lil<:ely to be a number of factors involved in these interactions. 

Although Pierce (1987) observed an increase in stoat numbers after rabbit poisoning in 

1986, there was no similar observation after a previous rabbit poisoning in 1984, despite a 

similar decrease in cat and ferret numbers. A repeat experiment incorporating a non

poisoned area as a control and replication of the treatment is required before the effects of 

reducing lagomorphs on stoat abundance can be accurately predicted. 
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2.6 CONCLUSIONS 

Although the diet of ferrets on the Tekapo River has been described in detail by Pierce 

(1987), there is a gap in the knowledge about certain aspects of cat diet. It appears from 

the research reported here and in and other studies that male cats may be more dependent 

on lagomorphs than are females. Further research is required to establish how real these 

differences in diet are and to what extent responses to reduced rabbit numbers will differ 

between sexes. Juveniles are less dependent on lagomorphs than adults, and predation 

levels on endemic 'alternative prey' species may therefore be increased during late 

summer and autumn when kittens are most abundant. Differences in diet between 

farmland and riverbed cats suggest that quite different management strategies may be 

required to control predators via prey manipulations on these sites. Finally, it is the 

recommendation of this report that a detailed study on the diet of stoats in the Mackenzie 

Basin be undertaken. Reducing rabbits is likely to illicit a very different response from 

stoats than from either cats or ferrets. 

Overall, the research reported in this chapter would suggest that both predator-predator 

and predator-prey relationships within the Tekapo River, are very closely linked to the 

availability of lagomorphs. The following chapter investigates the relative abundance of 

lagomorphs on the Tekapo Riverbed in relation to different habitat types, and examines 

the likely response of these lagomorphs to Project River Recovery's manipulation of this 

habitat. 
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CHAPTER 3 : THE RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF LAGOMORPHS IN 

DIFFERENT HABITATS OF SOME MACKENZIE BASIN RIVERBEDS . 
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3.1 INTRODUCTION 

--., Lagomorphs, in particular rabbits (Oryctolagus cuniculus) and their young, have been 

identified as being very important in the diet of cats (Pelis catus), ferrets (Mustelafuro) 

and stoats (Mustela erminea) (refer to Chapter 2). Given the importance of lagomorphs 

as food for predators, the manipulation of lagomorph numbers may be used as a key 

tool in predator control (King & Moors 1979, Alterio 1994 ). Although hare leverets 

are preyed upon to a degree by non-aerial predators (Douglas 1969), adult hares and 

consequently their young are generally present in much lower densities than rabbits 

(Flux 1990) and are likely to be far less important in influencing predator movements. 

Therefore, manipulations of rabbit abundance would be the main tool for use in 

predator control. 

' - -J 
Rabbits use cover for shelter. Often vegetation and debris is used in preference to 

burrows (Watson 1957, Howard 1959, Gibb 1993) and in some cases 'stops' for young, 

particularly in areas where burrowing is difficult (Pierce 1987, D. L Robson pers. 

comm. cited in King and Thompson 1994). 'Project River Recovery', Department of 

Conservation, Twizel, has hypothesised that by removing large blocks of willow (Salix 

spp.) from the lower Tekapo River, the number of rabbits frequenting the area will be 

substantially reduced (Maloney 1993). In turn it is proposed that the number of cats, 

ferrets and stoats hunting on the riverbed will also be lowered. Predator visits to bird 

nests and predation rates will then be proportionately reduced. Removal of vegetation 

from heavy, poorly drained soils in the North Island apparently resulted in the almost 

total disappearance of rabbits (Howard 1959). However, as no specific examples are 

given and as the riverbed soils may not be similar to those in the Mackenzie Basin, the 

reliability of Howards (1959) inference for Project River Recovery is questionable. 

Habitat manipulation as a mechanism for predator control is a relatively new idea that 

is gradually gaining popularity as a management tool in New Zealand. Vegetation 

buffer strips (predominantly long rank grass) are being created around yellow-eyed 

penguin (Megadyptes antipodes) nests at Boulder Beach, Otago Peninsula in an attempt 

to reduce prey and predator abundance in the vicinity of nesting penguins. The 

proposed mechanism is opposite to that hypothesised by Project River Recovery. The 

grass strips are thought to impede predator access to penguin nests and reduce rabbit 

abundance (Department of Conservation 1989). Which method (if any) is the most 

appropriate mechanism for reducing predators and their prey is unknown. 

Consequently, research into the effectiveness of these different habitat manipulations 

will be invaluable when making future management decisions of a similar nature. 
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The main focus of the vegetation removal programme on the lower Tekapo River, is on 

the clearance of large stands of willow. However, smaller patches of non-target 

-- ! vegetation may also potentially be holding rabbits and/or predators in the system. 

,L These patches of vegetation (particularly rank grass, debris, matagouri (Discaria 

toumatou), sweet briar (Rosa rubiginosa) and gorse (Ulex europaeus)) have not been 

specifically targeted by the removal programme. Consequently, the relationship 

between rabbit abundance and this non-target vegetation urgently needs to be assessed. 

·- ) 

Removing cover may not have the desired effect of reducing rabbit numbers on the 

riverbed. If cover is a 'preferred' habitat (in contrast to a limiting factor, which would 

restrict the activity of rabbits to areas where cover is available) then rabbits may 

continue to inhabit the same areas regardless of whether the willows are removed or 

not. If rabbits respond to willow removal by no longer concentrating their activity in 

patches of cover, then willow removal may result in higher rabbit numbers in the 

vicinity of nesting birds. This study tests the 'preference' versus 'limitation' hypothesis. 

Other factors are also likely to affect rabbit abundance in open riverbed, for example, 

- 1 the suitability of the riverbed as a feeding ground and the distances rabbits will travel to 

· 1• forage in these areas. These factors need to be investigated to determine at what scale 

the habitat manipulations should occur to most effectively reduce the number of rabbits 

visiting the open riverbed. 

r, _.., 

Another consideration is the relationship between river islands and the distribution of 

lagomorphs. Pierce (1987) has suggested that river flows of greater than three cumecs 

may act as a physical barrier to prevent non-aerial predators ( other than stoats) from 

visiting islands. Islands are important nesting sites for many birds (Robertson 1983), 

but if rabbits occur on islands in high numbers they may lure predators over the water 

barriers. This is most likely if alternative prey are at low densities on adjacent 

mainland sites. 

The aim of the research reported in this chapter is to 

1. investigate the relative abundance of lagomorphs in different cover types, 

2. investigate the relative abundance of lagomorphs on mainland and island 

habitat, 

3. test the 'preference' versus 'limitation' hypothesis, 

4. investigate other factors which may affect lagomorph abundance in the 

open riverbed. 
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3.2 DESCRIPTION OF STUDY AREAS 

-- ., Most of this study took place in three sites on the Tekapo and Ohau Riverbeds of the 

Mackenzie Basin, South Canterbury, New Zealand. Although these sites were selected 

mainly for monitoring predator behavioural and population changes following willow 

removal (Chapter 4), relative lagomorph abundance was also measured at all of these 

sites. 

1· ~ ,\ 
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The three main study areas included: 

( a) the Tekapo Experimental (TE) on the lower Tekapo River where much of 

the Project River Recovery vegetation removal work occurred (Figure 3.l(a), 

Figure 3. l(b)), 

(b) the Ohau River Delta (OH), an area of similar dimensions to the TE, but 

where there were no willows (Figure 3.2(a), Figure 3.2(b)), and 

(c) the Tekapo Control (TC) about 10 km upstream from the TE, which 

served as a control site (Figure 3.3). This area was also of similar dimensions 

to the TE, but no willow removal was undertaken here. 

These three sites, changes to their vegetation, and previous rabbit poisoning 

programmes are described in more detail below. 

Tekapo Experimental -TE (170°12'S, 44°20'E) 

This study area extended 2 km up the Tekapo River from the edge of Lake Benmore, 

and approximately 1.2 km across. Here the Tekapo River divided into two main 

channels, which in turn divided and rejoined through out the length of the TE, forming 

islands. Some willow clearance occurred prior to the study: in 1985 a fairway was 

cleared approximately 150 m wide on the true right channel, extending as far up as the 

iron bridge (refer to Figure 2.1, Chapter 2); in 1986 willows were cleared from side 

channels on the Delta. Outside the cleared fairway, willows were retained for flood 

protection and as trout habitat. On the true right of the river, 1300 m above the lake 

edge, this willow strip diminished and was replaced by sweetbriar which varied from 

moderate to dense levels of cover (refer to Table 3.4, Section 3.3.3). Interspersed 

amongst the sweetbriar were numerous ponds which created swampy areas. Generally 

long grass areas were associated with these ponds. At the edge of the willow strip a 
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steep shingle bank rose 15-20 m to the farmland on Omahau Station. This bank was 

predominantly covered in shingle and vegetation dominated by grasses interspersed 

with scattered pines and.sweetbriar. 

A pylon line crossed the study site approximately 500 m up from its lower edge. 

Before this study commenced, the vegetation in the area was predominantly willows 

(Figure 3.l(a)). In April and May 1992 all the willows downstream of the pylons 

(36 ha) were cleared and piled into heaps (windrows). The heaps were burned and 

buried at the end of the 1992/93 field season in April 1993. In February 1993 the 

remainder of the willows, upstream of the pylons ( 44 ha), were removed and heaped 

into windrows. These windrows were present throughout the 1993/94 field season 

(Figure 3.l(b)) and were finally burned and buried in May 1994. All removal work 

was restricted to small areas over a six week period each year. The willow strips on 

either side of the river were left undisturbed throughout the study. 

28 

In the 1993/94 field season the study area was extended to include sections of farmland 

on the true right of the river (Omahau Station) and on the true left (Haldon Station). 

The sections of farmland utilised in the study were 200 m wide x 2 km long and 100 m 

wide x 1 km long respectively. Sweetbriar was growing in moderate to dense patches 

on Haldon Station and in patches of low to moderate density on Omahau Station. 

Rabbit-proof fences bordered the farmland sites and would have reduced rabbit 

movement between the farmland and the riverbed. 

Ohau-OH (170°1l'S, 44°20'E) 

This study area was adjacent to the TE. The Ohau River was characterised by its 

relatively vegetation-free shingle bed (Figure 3.2(a)). This study area extended 2 km 

up from the edge of Lake Benmore and was approximately 700 m wide. There was a 

small stand of willows and poplar on the true left of the river just below the confluence 

with the Twizel River, and a larger stand on the stable bank on the true right side. The 

true left edge of the river was defined by the shingle bank leading up to the terrace top 

(Omahau Station). The midsection of the shingle bank was relatively vegetation-free, 

while the lower and upper thirds were more stable, dominated by grass and scattered 

with sweet briar. In February 1993 a large ( controlled) flood changed some of the 

channels. These changes can be seen in Figure 3.2(b). 
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Figure 3.l(a) The Tekapo Experimental (TE) prior to the willow removal. When this study 
commenced in September 1992, the willows below the pylon line had been cleared. Windrows 
were scattered throughout this area for the duration of the 1992/93 field season. 
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Figure 3.l(b) The Tekapo Experimental (TE) after willow removal in February 1993. The 
windrows were present above the pylon line throughout the 1993/94 field season. 
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Figure 3.2(b) The Ohau (OH) after the controlled flooding in February 1993. 
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In the 1993/94 field season the study area was extended to include a section of 

fannland (200 m wide x 1 km long) on the true left side of the river, Omahau Station. 

There was no farmland on the true right side and the site was extended to include the 

adjacent willow stand. A rabbit-proof fence bordering the farmland site will have 

reduced the movement of rabbits between the farmland and riverbed. 

Tekapo Control -TC (170°17'S, 44°15'E) 

This riverbed site was approximately 1.8 km in length and 700 m across (Figure 3.3). 

One major channel flowed through the centre of the site and was occasionally braided 

to form islands. These islands were originally covered in willow which was cleared in 

1986/87. Low weeds, the occasional sweetbriar plant and long grass have established 

on many of these islands. Two windrows on one island were also present for the 

duration of this study. Either side of the channel the vegetation was predominantly 

willow. On the true right side the strip of willows was narrow and broken, 100 mat its 

widest, whereas on the true left side the willow strip ranged from 150-350 min width. 

This study site was also extended in the 1993/94 field season to include sections of 

farmland on either bank. Both sections measured 100 m wide x 1 km long. On the true 

right side was Simons Hill Station and on the true left was Grays Hills Station. Simons 

Hill Station had sparse to moderate cover dominated by sweetbriar, whereas the cover 

on Grays Hills Station was generally moderate to dense. Again, rabbit-proof fences 

bordering the farmland sites would have limited the movement of rabbits between the 

farmland and the riverbed. 

In March 1991, the true left of the Tekapo River was extensively poisoned for rabbits 

using 1080 coated carrots. In March and April 1992, the true right of the Tekapo River 

and the Ohau River was poisoned. 

A map showing the positions of these three study areas in relation to the rest of the 

Tekapo and Ohau River systems and to the sites where animals were captured for diet 

analyses is presented in Figure 2.1, Chapter 2. 
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3.3 METHODS 

The field work for this study was undertaken over two seasons from September 1992 

until May 1993 (pre-willow removal) and from September 1993 until March 1994 

(post-willow removal). These field seasons are referred to as 1992/93 and 1993/94 

respectively. 

3.3.1 Investigation of relative abundance of lagomorphs in different habitats. 

The three major study areas (TE, OH and TC) were pegged out on a 100 m x 100 m 

grid scale by the Project River Recovery team. 

Lagomorph pellet sampling 

The Gibb Index (Gibb et al. 1969, see Appendix 3.1) was used to estimate the relative 

abundance of lagomorphs between different cover types and on mainland and island 

habitat. 

The number of lagomorph pellets were estimated in a 10 m radius of each grid point 

using the Gibb Index. The point was categorised as being in no cover, non-target 

cover, or willow (Table 3.1); on mainland or on island habitat (Table 3.2). 

Gibb scores on farmland sites were taken from two parallel line transects. The first line 

was parallel to the fence line at a distance of 50 m. The second line was at a distance 

of 150 m from the fence. In the TE farmland the line transects were 2.1 km long. In 

the TC and OH farmland the line transects were 1 km long. The length of the line 

transects were based on the length of accessible farmland that ran adjacent to the river. 

Pellet numbers were estimated along these line transects at points 100 m apart. 
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Table 3.1 Definitions of the three cover categories (no cover, non-target cover and willow). 

Cover type Definition Comment 

no cover an area of little or no 

vegetation of a size that could 

potentially conceal a 

lagomorph, cat, ferret or stoat 

non-target cover vegetation ( of a size that could Non-target cover was 

potentially conceal a predominantly comprised of 

lagomorph, cat, ferret or stoat) sweetbriar, rank grass, 

not specifically targeted by the matagouri, gorse, thistles, 

Project River Recovery luceme and debris. 

removal programme Where non-target cover 

occurred in combination with 

stands of willow the habitat 

was defined as 'willow' 

willow small clusters (5-15 trees), or Individual willows did not 

large stands (> 15 trees) of constitute 'willow' 

willow 

Table 3.2 Definitions of mainland and island habitat 

Habitat Definition Comment 

Mainland all riverbed areas not separated 

from the main land mass by 

water 

Island areas on the riverbed No minimum flow rates were 

surrounded on all sides by assigned in the definition of an 

water island 
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Calibration of Gibb scores 

Fifty-six grid points on the TE and OH, representative of different Gibb scores, were 

selected randomly for this calibration. A 0.25 sq m quadrat was thrown randomly 10 

times within the 10 m radius of the grid peg and the number of pellets within it 

counted. The average number of pellets per sq m was calculated and plotted against 

Gibb scores (Figure 3.4). The resultant best fit curve explained 73% of the variation. 

The Gibb Index was therefore considered to be a reliable and quick indicator of the 

number of pellets lying on the ground. Thereafter in this study the Gibb scores for each 

grid point were used to estimate the pellet abundance using the formula: 

Pellets per sq m = -19.7 + 68.S(Gibb score) - 35.l(Gibb score)2 + 5.8(Gibb score)3 

If the Gibb score was zero, a pellet abundance of O pellets per sq m was assigned. The 

mean pellet counts for each Gibb score as determined by the calibration curve in Figure 

3 .4 are presented in Appendix 3 .1. 
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Figure 3.4 The calibration curve of Gibb scores versus the mean number of pellets per sq m. 
Each point represents the calibration for a 10 m radius around randomly selected grid pegs on the 
OH and TE study areas. The polynomial best fit model is given by: 

y = -19.704 + 68.823x - 35.07lx2 + 5.8327x3. 
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Direct Sightings 
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During both field seasons, any observations of rabbits or hares within the study areas 

were recorded with the date, time, location and cover type (no cover, non-target cover 

or willow) of the sighting. Although there was a large variation in the amount of time 

spent in each cover type, this was accounted for in the statistical analyses by using 

observed versus expected sightings for the amount of time spent in each type of cover. 

Expected sightings of lagomorphs in each cover type were calculated by multiplying 

the total number of rabbits or hares observed, by the proportion of total observer time 

spent in each cover type. 

In 1992/93 most of the sightings were made by Project River Recovery personnel while 

on nest monitoring rounds. In 1993/94 most of the observations were made myself and 

Task Force Green helpers while out on trapping and tracking tunnel rounds and during 

radio tracking close approach work. As observers and observer activity differed 

between years, direct sightings were not used to compare lagomorph abundance 

between years. However, the data for both years was pooled to indicate overall cover 

-, ,, effects. This direct sighting method is crude but was used to cross check inferences 

from pellet scores and to distinguish between the distribution of rabbits and hares. 

' ' I 

·,'--·') 

3.3.2 Investigation of the 'preference' vs 'limitation' hypothesis 

The habitat 'preference' vs 'limitation' hypothesis was tested by scoring lagomorph 

pellet abundance at 19 sites up the length of the Tekapo River. Eleven sites were 

'distant from cover'. Eight sites were 'adjacent to cover'. All 19 sites were in 'open 

riverbed'. Each site was a minimum of 500 m away from the next. Definitions of 

cover and open riverbed are presented in Table 3.3. 

The hypothesis was that if mean pellet counts in open riverbed distant from cover, were 

greater than or equal to mean pellet counts in open riverbed adjacent to cover, then 

cover would appear to be a 'preferred' habitat i.e. even without close access to cover, 

rabbits are still using the open riverbed to a relatively high degree. If mean pellet 

counts in open riverbed distant from cover, were less than mean pellet counts in open 

riverbed adjacent to cover, then this would suggest that the absence of cover was 

causing some degree of use 'limitation' i.e. without close access to cover, the number 

of rabbits using the open riverbed is limited. 
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A site was judged to be distant from cover if there was no 'cover' within at least 500 

m. A site was adjacent to cover if there was 'cover' bordering the site at a distance no 

greater than 500 m. 

Five Gibb scores were taken at each site, 100 m apart. As described in Section 3.3.1, 

pellet abundance was indexed over a 10 m radius around each sampling point. The 

mean pellet counts were compared between open riverbed distant from cover and open 

riverbed adjacent to cover. 

Table 3.3 Definitions of the open riverbed and cover categories used in testing the preference vs 
limitation hypothesis. 

Category Definition Comment 

Open riverbed an area on the riverbed where If more than one or two 

willow and/or non-target cover individual plants were growing 

is growing in very 'low' within the site, then the site 

densities (Table 3 .4) if at all was not classified as open 

riverbed 

Cover an area of 'moderate' to 'dense' 

vegetation (Table 3.4) greater 

than 2000 sq m, composed 

predominantly of willows 

and/or non-target cover 

3.3.3 The relationship between lagomorph abundance and immediate ground 

cover 

As there was a large variation in immediate ground cover both among and within the 

preference vs limitation sites, the density of the ground cover was recorded at each 

point where a Gibb score was taken. Although little is known about the diet of 

lagomorphs, it is possible that some or all of this vegetation may be targeted as a food 

source. The aim was to determine if lagomorph abundance in open riverbed was in any 

way related to the density of ground vegetation. 
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Immediate ground cover was categorised on a two point scale, with (1) being Close 

ground cover (moss, scabweed mats (Raoulis spp.) and other low lying vegetation) and 

(2) being Herbs and Grasses (e.g. sparse grasses, Epilobium spp., Vipers bugloss 

(Echium vulgare), Woolly mullien (Verbascum thapsus)). 

The area covered by immediate ground cover (within the 10 m radius from which the 

Gibb score was taken) was recorded as either 'low', 'moderate' or 'dense' (refer to Table 

3.4). 

Table 3.4 Definitions of the different density categories used in assessing the relationship between 
~ relative abundance of lagomorphs and immediate ground cover. 

' ,\ 

·~ ,.i 

--';., 

Density category Definition 

Low an area with the occasional plant only 

(less than 33 % of the site is vegetated) 

Moderate vegetation of relatively uniform ground coverage, 

(between 33 - 66 % of the site is vegetated) 

Dense vegetation of high ground coverage, 

(greater than 66 % of the site is vegetated) 

3.4 RESULTS 

3.4.1 The relationship between cover type and relative abundance of lagomorphs 

The areas of no cover, non-target cover and willow on the riverbed were not evenly 

distributed either within or between mainland and island habitat. Most of the grid 

points on the mainland occurred within willow and non-target cover (Figure 3.5). Most 

of the grid points on islands occurred within willow and areas of no cover. 
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-> ·" Figure 3.5 The percentage of grid points (n=277) within mainland and island habitat which were 
categorised as being in no cover, non-target cover and willow. 
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Willow and non-target cover contained significantly higher pellet counts than areas of 

no cover on the mainland in TE (Figure 3.6). There was no significant difference in 

mean pellet counts between willow and areas of no cover in OH (Figure 3.7), where 

grid points occurred within willow in only three cases. No grid points occurred in 

areas of no cover on the mainland in TC (Figure 3.8). Pellet counts were greater in 

non-target cover than willow at all three sites. 

Overall, clumping the three sites, pellet counts on the mainland were over five-and-a

half times higher in non-target cover and one-and-a half times higher in willow than in 

areas of no cover (non-target cover -no cover p=0.0001, willow - no cover p=0.034) 

(Figure 3.9), with pellet counts in non-target cover nearly four times higher than in 

willow (p=0.0001). There was no significant difference at any of the sites between 

mean pellet counts on the farmland compared to mainland riverbed. 

Sample sizes on islands were too small to compare the relative abundance of 

lagomorphs between different cover types, within sites. However, clumping the three 

sites showed that pellets counts on islands were significantly higher in willow and non

target cover than areas of no cover (willow - no cover p=0.0295, non-target cover - no 

cover p=0.0227, Figure 3.9). There was no significant difference in pellet counts 

between non-target cover and willow on islands. 
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Figure 3.6 The relationship between lagomorph pellet abundance, cover type and mainland and 
island habitat in the Tekapo Experimental area. The bar gives the mean number of pellets per sq m, 
and the 'error bar' gives the '95 % confidence interval' for the mean. The numbers above the bar 
indicate the number of grid points where pellet abundance was assessed. (Kruskal-Wallis tests 
comparing pellet abundance, within mainland habitat H= 30.536, d.f=2, p=0.0001; island habitat 
H= 4.759, d.f=2, p=0.0926.) 
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Figure 3. 7 The relationship between lagomorph pellet abundance, cover type and mainland and 
island habitat in the Ohau area. The bar gives the mean number of pellets per sq m, and the 'error 
bar' gives the '95 % confidence interval' for the mean. The numbers above the bar indicate the 
number of grid points where pellet abundance was assessed. (Kruskal-Wallis tests comparing pellet 
abundance within mainland habitat H=14.022, d.f=2, p=0.0009. Mann-Whitney U tests comparing 
pellet abundance, within island habitat p=0.702) 
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Figure 3.8 The relationship between lagomorph pellet abundance, cover type and mainland and 
island habitat in the Tekapo Control area. The bar gives the mean number of pellets per sq m, and 
the 'error bar' gives the' 95 % confidence interval' for the mean. The numbers above the bar 
indicate the number of grid points where pellet abundance was assessed. (Mann-Whitney U tests 
comparing pellet abundance, within mainland habitat p=0.0589; island habitat p=0.0323). 
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Figure 3.9 The relationship between lagomorph pellet abundance, cover type and mainland and 
island habitat for all sites clumped. The bar gives the mean number of pellets per sq m, and the 
'error bar' gives the '95 % confidence interval' for the mean. The numbers above the bar indicate 
the number of grid points where pellet abundance was assessed. (Kruskal-Wallis tests comparing 
pellet abundance, within mainland habitat H=40.44, d.f=2, p=0.0001, island habitat H=7.96, 
d.f=2, p=0.0233). 
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Overall (clumping all sites and mainland and island data), pellet counts in non-target 

cover were nearly four times greater than in areas of no cover, and nearly three times as 

" high as in willow (Figure 3.10). These differences in pellet abundance within cover 

,, , type were highly significant (p=0.0001). 
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Figure 3.10 The relationship between lagomorph pellet abundance and cover type ( all sites and 
mainland and island habitat clumped). The numbers above the bar indicate the number of grid 
points where pellet abundance was assessed. (Kruskal-Wallis test comparing pellet counts between 
cover types H=43, d.f=2, p=0.0001). 

Lagomorph sightings produced similar patterns of distribution throughout different 

cover types as the Gibb scores. Greater numbers of rabbits were observed than 

expected in both willow and non-target cover and fewer observed than expected in 

areas of no cover (p=0.0001, Figure 3.11). Hares were observed in greater numbers in 

non-target cover than expected, and fewer were observed than expected in both no 

cover and willow areas (p=0.0001, Figure 3.12). 
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Figure 3.11 Rabbit sightings (n=159) in different cover types within the Tekapo, Ohau and 
Ahuriri river systems. Open bars are observed number of rabbit sightings and shaded bars are 
expected number of rabbits sightings (X 2 tests of 'Goodness of fit' for observed versus expected 
sightings X habitat; x2=87.593, d.f.=2, p=0.0001) 
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Figure 3.12 Hare sightings (n=53) in different cover types within the Tekapo, Ohau and Ahuriri 
river systems. Open bars are observed number of hare sightings and shaded bars are expected 
number of hare sightings. (x2 tests of 'Goodness of fit' for observed versus expected sightings x 
habitat; x2=21.682, d.f.=2, p=0.0001) 
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As direct sightings were only undertaken by day when rabbits are known to avoid open 

areas (Homolka 1986, Gibb 1993), there was a heavy bias towards vegetative cover. 

Subsequently, areas of no cover were removed from the analyses and observed versus 

expected frequencies were split between non-target cover and willow. Greater numbers 

of rabbits were observed in willow, and fewer numbers observed in non-target cover 

than expected (p=0.0001, Figure 3.13). There was no significant difference in hare 

sightings between non-target cover and willow (Figure 3.14). 
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Figure 3.13 Rabbit sightings (n=l35) in non-target cover and willow habitat within the Tekapo, 
Ohau and Ahuriri river systems. Open bars are observed number of rabbit sightings and shaded 
bars are expected number of rabbit sightings. (x2 tests of 'Goodness of fit' for observed versus 
expected sightings x habitat; x2=20.8, d.f.=1, p=0.0001) 
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- \ Fig 3.14 Hare sightings (n=37) in non-target cover and willow habitat within the Tekapo, Ohau 
and Ahuriri river systems. Open bars are observed number of hare sightings and shaded bars are 
expected number of hare sightings. (x2 tests of 'Goodness of fit' for observed versus expected 
sightings X habitat; x2=0.9, d.f.=1, p=0.247). 

) 

I 
There was no significant difference in lagomorph sightings within different cover types 

on farmland. 

I t 
In total, 212 lagomorph observations were recorded, 159 (75 %) rabbit and 53 (25 %) 

hare. The percentage of rabbit to hare sightings in each habitat type is presented in 

Appendix 3 .2. 
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3.4.2 The relative abundance of Iagomorphs on mainland and island habitat 

Overall, there was no significant difference in the amount of lagomorph sign in areas of 

no cover or willow, on mainland compared to island habitat (Figure 3.9). However, 

pellet counts in non-target cover were over three-and-a-half times greater on mainland 

than on island habitat (p=0.0001). 

Clumping all sites and cover type, pellet counts on the mainland were twice as high as 

on river islands (Figure 3.15). This relationship was highly significant (p=0.0001). 
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, , Figure 3.15 The relationship between lagomorph pellet abundance and mainland (n=125) and 
island (n=152) habitat (all sites and cover types clumped). (Mann-Whitney-U tests comparing 
pellet counts between areas; p=0.0001). 
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3.4.3 The relationship between lagomorph abundance on islands and island size, 

cover type and flow rates. 

A scattergram plot of island size versus mean pellet counts identified one obvious 

outlier; an island in the Ohau study area was very small (100 sq m) but had a very high 

pellet count (176.7 pellets per sq m). Once this outlier was removed (for this and 

subsequent analyses), the scatter was best described by a logarithmic curve which 

accounts for 32 % of the variation (Figure 3.16). Islands below about 1000 sq m had 

very many fewer lagomorph pellets. 

There was also a significant positive relationship between the type of cover present and 

island size (p=0.0034), with only the smallest islands being completely devoid of 

cover. The largest islands were dominated by willow (Figure 3.17). Accordingly, the 

apparent island size effect in Figure 3.16 may be driven by vegetation and size 

interactions. 
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Figure 3.16 The relationship between mean lagomorph pellet counts per sq m on islands (n=28) 
and island size. The scatter was best described by the logarithmic equation 
y = 1.1286 + 8.6078 log(x) which explains 32 % of the variation. 
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Figure 3.17 The relationship between cover type on islands and island size. The predominating 
vegetation determined the cover category assigned to each island. The numbers above the bars 
indicate the number of islands surveyed. (F-test comparing island size and cover type, p=0.0034, 
with outlier excluded). 
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Islands covered predominantly in non-target cover or willow held higher pellet counts 

per sq m than islands containing no cover (Figure 3.18). Accordingly a 'cover dummy' 

variable was constructed (no cover=O; non-target cover or willow=l) to build a 

multiple regression of the form: 

Pellets per sq m = a.(log(x) island size)+ b.(cover dummy) 

Overall the model explained 40 % of the variation (p=0.0025). There was no 

significant relationship between presence and absence of non-target cover and willows, 

and mean pellet counts on islands, but log(x) island size significantly predicted mean 

pellet counts on islands (p=0.0106). The model fitted to the data was: 

Pellets per sq m = 7.6 (log(x) island size)+ 5.4 (cover dummy) - 0.8 

Flow rates were only measured around 16 of the 28 islands where Gibb scores were 

taken. Accordingly the multiple regression analysis was rerun on this subset of 16 

islands adding flow rate as a predictor variable (flow rates < 3 cumecs=O; flow rates ~ 

3 cumecs=l). Flow rate did not significantly predict pellet abundance. As in the first 

model, island size was a significant predictor of pellet abundance (p=0.029) and 

vegetation was not. 
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Figure 3.18 The relationship between cover type on islands and mean pellet counts. The 
predominating vegetation determined the cover category assigned to each island. The numbers 
above the bars indicate the number of islands surveyed. (F-test comparing island size and cover 
type, p=0.0548). 
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3.4.4 The relationship between lagomorph abundance and distance from adjacent 

cover 

Although there appeared to be an inverse relationship between distance from adjacent 

cover and relative abundance of lagomorphs on open riverbed, the confidence intervals 

were very large (Figure 3.19) and the relationship was not significant. 
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Figure 3.19 The relationship between pellet abundance in open riverbed sites (n=19) and distance 
from adjacent cover. The bar gives the mean number of pellets per sq m and the 'error bar' gives the 
'95% confidence interval' for the mean. (Kruskal-Wallis tests comparing mean pellet counts 
between distances, p=0.2698) 

3.4.5 The relationship between relative abundance of lagomorphs in open 

riverbed and the presence of adjacent cover 

Mean pellet counts within open riverbed, taken adjacent to vegetative cover (non-target 

cover or willow) were more than twice as high as mean pellet counts taken in open 

riverbed distant from adjacent cover (p=0.0002, Figure 3.20). 
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Figure 3.20 The relationship between mean pellet counts on open riverbed sites adjacent to (n=8) 
and distant from (n=l 1) cover. The bar gives the mean number of pellets per sq m and the 'error bar' 
gives the '95% confidence interval' for the mean. (Mann-Whitney U tests comparing no cover to 
adjacent cover; p=0.0002) 

3.4.6 The relationship between relative abundance of lagomorphs and density of 

immediate ground cover within open riverbed 

The density of immediate ground cover within open riverbed areas adjacent to cover, 

and within open riverbed areas distant from cover were gauged by different observers. 

Due to a communication breakdown :which resulted in Observer 1 incorporating a 

'none' category, not used by Observer 2, statistical tests were carried out independently 

on the two data sets. Both sets of data (from Observer 1 and Observer 2) have been 

presented on the same graphs (Figure 3.21 and Figure 3.22) . 

In all cases in open riverbed, the general trend was for higher pellet counts with a 

higher density of immediate ground cover. This relationship was significant in two 

cases; that for Observer 1 in varying densities of 'Close ground cover' (p=0.0058, 

Figure 3.21), and that for Observer 2 in varying densities of 'Herbs and grasses' 

(p=0.0019, Figure 3.22). 
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Figure 3.21 The relationship between mean pellet counts on open riverbed sites (n=l9) and the 
density of 'Close ground cover'. The bar gives the mean number of pellets per sq m and the 'error 
bar' gives the '95% confidence interval' for the mean. (Kruskal-Wallis tests comparing densities; 
Observer 1 p=0.0058, Observer 2 p=0.2892) 
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Figure 3.22 The relationship between mean pellet counts on open riverbed sites (n=19) and the 
density of 'Herbs and grasses'. The bar gives the mean number of pellets per sq m and the 'error bar' 
gives the '95% confidence interval' for the mean. (Kruskal-Wallis tests comparing densities; 
Observer 1 p=0.9291, Observer 2 p=0.0019) 
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3.5 DISCUSSION 

3.5.1 Reliability of sampling methods 

Due to the large poison operation in March/April of 1991 and 1992 (refer to Section 

3.2), the pellet counts taken during this study are unlikely to reflect the actual numbers 

of lagomorphs present. The pellet counts are more an indication of the relative 

abundance of lagomorphs in an expanding population with some very old pellets 

lasting from peak populations before poisoning. 

The Mackenzie Basin has been identified in Gibb & Williams (1990) as being an area 

of high rabbit density. For this reason and because poison operations keep rabbits at 

low levels only temporarily, it is important to have an abundance index of rabbits in 

different habitats at these higher population densities. During low population densities 

and throughout the recovery period (i.e. after poisoning operations) the patterns of 

rabbit abundance are likely to remain the same, except that the relative numbers will be 

lower. Areas which at high densities are used infrequently may be completely avoided 

during periods of low rabbit abundance, as competition for food does not force these 

less desirable habitats to be exploited (Gibb et al. 1978). A more reliable indication of 

relative lagomorph abundance at the time of the study was gained by recording 

sightings of lagomorphs in different habitats. 

No distinction was made between fresh and old pellets. As pellets decay faster under 

cover than they do out in the open (Taylor & Williams 1956, Simonetti 1989), pellets 

of the same age may have appeared old in one area and fresh in another. Consequently, 

/ .~ this may have caused a bias whereby lagomorph abundance was underestimated in 

: vegetation. This bias may have been further emphasised as pellets under bushes or 
·" 

• > 

.. 
•· . 

... 

within long grass are more likely to be hidden from view and overlooked than pellets 

deposited in vegetation-free areas. However, in this study Gibb scores were 

significantly higher in vegetated areas than in areas of no cover. If pellets were 

underestimated in vegetation, then this significant result is conservative and the actual 

differences between pellet numbers in vegetated and non-vegetated areas are likely to 

be much greater. 

No distinction was made between rabbit and hare pellets, as the reliability of doing so 

was questionable. Captive rabbits and hares fed on the same diet produced identical 

pellets, only scaled to the size of the animal (Flux 1967). Hares are present in much 

lower numbers than rabbits on the Tekapo River (this study, Pierce 1987) and as cats, 
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ferrets and stoats will also prey upon hares, a rabbit versus hare distinction did not 

seem necessary. 

Gibb scores are a coarse method of assessing rabbit abundance based on subjective 
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- ,, techniques. Variation in decay rates and defecation rates add additional biases. 
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However, calibration checks found the Gibb scores to be highly consistent between 

sites and observers. They are also a quick and efficient method which allow a large 

area to be covered without the need of successive replications (as in spotlight counts). 

Direct sightings of lagomorphs were also recorded to cross check inferences from the 

pellet scores. The trends of relative abundance in each habitat type were similar using 

both methods. 

3.5.2 The relationship between cover type and relative abundance of lagomorphs 

The preference shown by rabbits for willow over non-target cover during the day 

suggests that willow may provide better day time protection than non-target cover. The 

high levels of silt trapped by willows may provide good burrowing substrate, and 

where burrowing is still difficult, the complex root systems and other associated 

vegetation would provide good alternatives. In addition, the individual stands of 

willow generally covered a greater land surface area, creating continuous shelter over 

large areas, compared to the smaller patches of non-target cover. 

The lower proportion of sightings of rabbits in non-target cover compared to willow 

(despite the significantly higher pellet counts in non-target cover), would suggest that 

either rabbits were present but were not being flushed, or that they were maximising 

their use of this non-target cover at night. Non-target cover is likely to offer protection 

in foraging efforts out in the open, perhaps even enlarging the area covered in a night. 

In Czechoslovakia, rabbits living in agrocenes and highlands did not run more than 200 

m from their burrows into open space, but in places where overgrowth offered cover, 

they foraged as far as 300-400 m from their burrows (Homolka 1986). Whether 

rabbits are utilising this non-target cover by day or in their foraging efforts at night, the 

presence of cover will be giving rabbits enhanced access to their night feeding grounds . 

These feeding grounds may also coincide with the most suitable riverbed bird nesting 

bird. 

In addition, some of the non-target cover may be a source of food itself. Much of the 

non-target cover within the Tekapo River system was comprised of sweetbriar which is 

commonly eaten by rabbits (Howard 1959). Gibb (1993) suggests that the distribution 
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of dungheaps is more an indication of where rabbits are congregating in the evening 

than a reflection of where they are feeding. If this hypothesis is correct it is more likely 

that rabbits are using the non-target cover as protection while foraging at night. 

',> Hares showed a slight preference for non-target cover over willow, but these results 

were inconclusive. Howard (1959) noted that although hares did not seem to require as 

much cover as rabbits, they are able to thrive in areas of long grass. 
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The concentrations of lagomorphs in non-target cover indicate that this vegetation will 

need to be given higher priority in future vegetation removal programmes in order to 

reduce lagomorph abundance to the maximum extent possible. An extensive poison 

drop was scheduled for September 1994 which will have reduced the numbers of 

rabbits down to low numbers throughout the riverbed and grassland system. It is 

anticipated that the subsequent build up of lagomorph numbers will be restricted to 

those areas where there is suitable habitat. Consequently, it will be important to ensure 

that the build up of cover (both willow and non-target cover) on the riverbed is kept to 

a minimum, to reduce the reciprocal increase in rabbit density. 

3.5.3 The relative abundance of lagomorphs on mainland and island habitat 

Pellet counts on islands were similar in non-target cover and in willow i.e there was no 

major concentration of pellets in non-target cover on islands as on the mainland. This 

may reflect the positive correlation between lagomorph abundance and island size. The 

islands where non-target cover was the predominant vegetation were generally smaller 

than the islands where the predominant vegetation was willow. The lower numbers of 

lagomorphs on these smaller islands will be reflected in lower pellet counts regardless 

of the cover type present. 

Lagomorph abundance in areas of no cover was similar on mainland and island habitat. 

As the lowest score for presence of lagomorph sign on the Gibb Index is 'one' 

(equivalent to an average of 19.89 pellets per sq min this study), lagomorph abundance 

could not be differentiated to a lower degree. An average pellet count from 1-20 will 

still be assigned a Gibb score of 'one'. For this reason if there was a difference in 

lagomorph abundance between mainland and island habitat within this low range, it 

would not be detected. 
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Generally only the largest islands held willow. Willow islands may have been large 

enough to support a lagomorph population independent of the mainland, and this may 

explain the similar pellet counts between willow on mainland and on island habitat. 

The positive correlation between island size and lagomorph abundance supports this 

hypothesis. 

The lower amount of lagomorph sign on islands compared to the mainland was a result 

of lower pellet counts in non-target cover on islands. Although the lower abundance of 

lagomorphs on these islands may reflect a less attractive food source, it is more likely 

that many of the water channels are acting as a deterrent and limiting access (Howard 

1959). However, lagomorphs are still reaching islands and on two occasions during 

this study, hares were observed swimming across flowing river channels. The first was 

chased by nesting terns, and the second was startled by myself walking on the riverbed. 

It is extremely unlikely that all the lagomorphs on islands crossed channels after 

provocation. Gibb (1993) noted that some rabbits were dispersing across river 

channels to new feeding grounds in the Orongorongo Valley. Dispersal oflagomorphs 

may result in their presence on islands in the Tekapo River. In addition, low water 

levels in some channels may not be enough to inhibit rabbits from visiting islands on a 

regular basis . 

The mean number of lagomorph pellets per sq m on islands increased with island size. 

The multiple regression models (refer to Section 3.4.3) suggest that this is driven by a 

genuine size effect, rather than by larger islands having more willow and non-target 

cover. Flow rates of the channels surrounding the islands were not a predictor of pellet 

abundance. However, this latter conclusion needs to be treated with caution because 

flow rates were only available for the largest islands. Of all the flow rates measured, 

only three were greater than three cumecs and all these were under five cumecs. Three 

cumecs is the flow rate suggested by Pierce (1987) as being the minimum flow likely to 

act as a deterrent to predators. If the same flow rates were used to predict the 

likelihood of lagomorphs reaching an island, then the majority of islands in the study 

area would be labelled as being 'accessible' . 

--- :,· --- --R:edueing-lagommphs -to very-low-numbers on -is-lands-would -appear--to be -a-good 

-.- ~ 

management strategy to reduce predation on island nesting birds. High densities of 

rabbits on islands may provide a strong incentive to attract predators. Once predators 

are on the islands, nesting birds and other endemic biota living and breeding in these 

areas will be at higher risk of being eaten. Increasing flow rates, reducing the number 
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of large islands and increasing the number of small islands may be the best method of 

achieving this protection of native fauna. 

3.5.4 The relationship between lagomorph abundance and distance from cover. 

The trend for mean pellet counts to decrease with distance from cover needs further 

investigation. If this relationship holds true and the distribution of pellet heaps do 

indicate the general area where lagomorphs are feeding, then the further away areas of 

vegetative cover are from the open riverbed the less likely it is that rabbits will extend 

their range into these areas to feed. 

3.5.5 Is cover a preferred habitat or a limiting factor for lagomorphs? 

The average home range of a rabbit is between 1 ha and 2 ha (Tyndale-Biscoe and 

Williams cited in Howard 1959, Gibb et al. 1978, Homolka 1986, Gibb & Williams 

1990). Based on this, 500 m was calculated as a large enough distance between sites to 

ensure that Gibb scores were as independent as possible while still allowing a 

reasonable number of individual sites to be included in the preference vs limitation 

analyses. 

The mean number of lagomorph pellets in open riverbed adjacent to cover was over 

twice as high as the mean number of lagomorph pellets in open riverbed distant from 

cover. From the hypothesis presented in Section 3 .3 .2, these results would suggest that 

lagomorph abundance in open riverbed is limited by the absence of nearby cover. 

However, lagomorphs were still present in open riverbed greater than 500 m from 

cover (in low numbers), which indicates that some lagomorphs may not be as 

dependent on the presence of cover as others. 

Other environmental factors are likely to influence the abundance of lagomorphs at 

these open riverbed sites. For example the suitability of the substrate for burrowing 

and the quality of the riverbed as a feeding ground. Large areas of silt left on the 

riverbed after the willow clearance may provide good potential burrowing ground and 

may subsequently reduce the necessity of adjacent cover. This observation is 

supported by the higher sign of rabbits in areas of heaped sand at Boulder Beach, 

Otago Peninsula (Alterio 1994). 
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3.5.6 The relationship between lagomorph abundance and the density of 

immediate ground cover. 
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The relationship between density of immediate ground cover in open riverbed and 

lagomorph abundance indicates that lagomorphs may be feeding on this vegetation. 

The main feeding grounds of rabbits in the Orongorongo Valley occurred in open 

vegetation with scabweed mats (Raoulis tenuicaulis ), lotus and other herbs (Gibb 

1993) which further supports this hypothesis. Even if rabbits are not feeding on this 

ground vegetation, its presence is attracting concentrations of lagomorphs into the area. 

Rabbits also target growing tips close to the ground surface (Howard 1959). This 

emphasises the need for strict follow up work after vegetation removal or weed control 

to prevent regrowth. 

3.6 CONCLUSIONS 

, J- Lagomorph abundance on the riverbed was higher in areas of vegetative cover (non-

, target cover and willow) than in areas of no cover. However, non-target cover held the 

highest level of lagomorph sign in all three study sites. This emphasises the 

importance of controlling all types of vegetation on the riverbeds. Further investigation 
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is required to confirm the apparent relationship between distance from cover and 

lagomorph abundance. This relationship may have important implications for the scale 

at which future habitat manipulations should occur. If both willow and non-target 

cover are removed from the riverbed the number of rabbits visiting the adjacent open 

riverbed areas should be considerably reduced, particularly, if there is no alternative 

cover accessible for at least 500 m. However, other factors will also be important in 

determining lagomorph abundance in these areas. For example, high densities of 

immediate ground cover in the open riverbed may be increasing the suitability of the 

open riverbed as a feeding ground. Manipulation of island size may be the most 

effective method of reducing lagomorph abundance on island habitat. 

Rabbits spend time in vegetation partly as protection from predators during the day 

(Gibb 1993). As cats and ferrets are predominantly nocturnal predators (Pierce 1987, 

Alterio 1994) and since rabbits have been identified as their main food source (Chapter 

2, Pierce 1987, Alterio 1994), where rabbits are at night will be important in 

.r t determining where these predators are hunting. Although this study has shown that 
1. 

' ~ removing willow from the riverbed should dramatically reduce the number of 

1: ' lagomorphs in the cleared area during the day, it may be of equal importance for bird 
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conservation that rabbits, and as a consequence their predators, do not use the riverbed 

as a feeding ground at night. The following chapter looks at the relative abundance of 

riverbed predators (particularly cats and ferrets) in relation to cover type, mainland and 

island habitat and lagomorph abundance. 
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CHAPTER 4: THE RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF CATS (Felis catus), 

FERRETS (Mustelafuro) AND OTHER POTENTIAL NEST PREDATORS 

IN DIFFERENT HABITATS OF SOME MACKENZIE BASIN 

RIVERBEDS. 
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4.1 INTRODUCTION 

Project River Recovery (Department of Conservation, Twizel) is clearing large sections 

:1 of willow (Salixfragilis) from the Tekapo and Ahuriri Rivers in the Mackenzie Basin. 

The aim is to enhance habitat quality (feeding and nesting sites) and to reduce the 

number of predators visiting the nesting areas of riverbed nesting birds ( e.g. the 

endangered black stilt (Himantopus novaezealandiae), the threatened wrybill 

(Anarhynchus frontalis) and black-fronted tern (Sterna albostriata) ). 

Predation has been identified as the main cause of nest failure in these birds and is 

largely responsible for the rapid decline of the black stilt population (Pierce 1986, Reed 
i ,. 
I et al. 1986 ). Cats (Pelis catus) and ferrets (Mustelafuro) are the most abundant 
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predators on the Tekapo River (Pierce 1986, Pierce 1987), but other potential predators 

include stoats (Mustela erminea), Australasian harrier hawks (Circus approximans), 

black-backed gulls (Larus dominicanus), hedgehogs (Erinaceus europaeus), rats 

(Rattus norvegicus) and mice (Mus musculus). Although there is little reliable 

evidence which predators are ultimately responsible for the poor nesting success; cats, 

ferrets and stoats have all been identified as important predators of ground nesting birds 

(Lalas 1977, Pierce 1986, Pierce 1987, Hughey 1985, Project River Recovery unpubl. 

data). 

Pierce (1987) suggested that the creation of bare areas in riverbed habitat, particularly 

on river islands, may reduce the number of predator visits. Extensive flat shingle banks 

and fans which lack shrubs, trees and debris, and areas with low rabbit ( Oryctolagus 

cuniculus) numbers were hypothesised by Pierce as being less attractive to adult cats 

and ferrets for hunting. Low rabbit numbers, in combination with few alternative prey 

species also made such areas unattractive hunting grounds for stoats. Based on these 

inferences, Project River Recovery has hypothesised that removal of large areas of 

willow from the lower Tekapo riverbed will result in a reduction in the numbers of cats 

and ferrets visiting the nesting areas of riverbed birds. Two mechanisms that may drive 

this reduction have been proposed (Maloney 1993). These mechanisms could work 

separately or together: 

1. The removal of willows will reduce the availability of shelter to cats and 

ferrets and potentially reduce their foraging efficiency. This should cause 

these predators to shift the centres of their home range to areas where dense 

cover is readily available. 
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2. The removal of willow will reduce the number of rabbits in the riverbed. As a 

result the cats and ferrets may reduce their use of the riverbed, or shift their home 

ranges to where rabbits are more readily available. 

The research reported in this chapter aimed to test these hypotheses by comparing 

predator abundance in areas with and without vegetative cover, before and after willow 

removal. 

''"·/' 

Reduction of cats and ferrets may trigger increased numbers of stoats in the system 

(Pierce 1987). After a localised rabbit poisoning operation in the Tekapo River, the 

numbers of cats and ferrets declined, and stoat numbers apparently increased. Pierce 

also noted a tendency for some of the more sensitive bird species (black stilt, black

fronted tern and crested grebe (Podiceps australis)) to nest in or near diverse habitats 

with high numbers of smaller prey items (mice, lizards and invertebrates) which are 

attractive to smaller predators such as stoats. As stoats will also readily swim (Taylor 

& Tilley 1984), giving them easy access to island habitats, a predator guild dominated 

by stoats could be a likely but highly undesirable outcome of rabbit control. 

Unfortunately, because the sample size of stoat observations in Pierce's report were low 

this hypothesis remains untested. The animals were not tagged, so the same individuals 

may have been counted repeatedly. There was no non-treatment block (i.e. unpoisoned 

area) for comparison and no replication of the treatment. There is in an urgent 

conservation need to test the hypothesis that a reduction in numbers of cats and ferrets 

will cause an increase in stoat abundance. The results of these tests will be crucial 

when predicting effects of biological control of rabbits. This study begins to test this 

hypothesis. 

• {:!,\ 

Other potential predators present on the Mackenzie Basin riverbeds may also be 

affected by the habitat manipulations. Relative abundance estimates for these predators 

in relation to bird nesting habitat will be useful for future assessments of predation 

risks on riverbed nesting birds. 

River islands can provide protection for nesting birds from predation (Robertson et al. 

1983, Pierce 1987). Since the creation of the hydro-electric canals (between 1977 and 

1985) river flows down the Tekapo, Ohau and Pukaki Rivers have been dramatically 

reduced. In the lower Tekapo and lower Ohau Rivers where this study is centred, all 

,.. flow rates around islands were measured at less than five cumecs. Vegetation removal 

on the river deltas will result in reduced rabbit abundance in the cleared areas (Chapter 

3). Consequently, nesting birds are more likely to escape predation from hungry 
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predators if safe havens such as river islands are available. Accordingly, the relative 

abundance of cats, ferrets and other predators on mainland and island areas needs to be 

assessed to determine whether present flows are adequate to protect birds from 

predation. 

It was the aim of the research reported in this chapter to investigate: 

1. the relative abundance of cats, ferrets and stoats, hedgehogs, harriers, rats and 

mice in relation to cover type, 

2. the relative abundance of these predators on mainland and island habitat, 

3. changes in relative abundance of predators following willow removal, and 

4. whether stoats increased in relative abundance following willow removal. 

4.2 DESCRIPTION OF STUDY AREAS 

Predator abundance was assessed in three study areas on the lower Tekapo and Ohau 

Rivers. A brief description of the three sites is given below. For a full description and 

for maps of the individual sites refer to Section 3.2, Chapter 3. 

1. The Tekapo Experimental (TE). This study area was situated on the Tekapo 

River delta where the majority of the Project River Recovery willow removal 

took place. 

2. The Ohau (OH). This study area was of similar dimensions to TE and was 

situated on the Ohau River Delta. OH was separated from TE by a river terrace 

and water channels from the Tekapo River. There were very few willows on the 

OH site. 

3. The Tekapo Control (TC). This study area was approximately 10 km upstream 

from TE. The site was similar to TE except that no willow removal was 

undertaken here. 

Predators were also trapped at four sites on the Tekapo River and at two sites on the 

Ahuriri River to obtain guts for diet analyses (Chapter 2). These captures were used to 

replicate measures of predator abundance obtained from TE, OH and TC. A map 

showing the position of these six kill-trap sites in relation to the three study areas 

described above is presented in Figure 2.1, Chapter 2 . 
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4.3 METHODS 

Field work was carried out over two seasons, from September 1992 until May 1993 

and from September 1993 until March 1994. These field seasons are referred to as 

1992/93 and 1993/94 respectively. 

4.3.1 Investigation of relative abundance of predators in relation to cover type 

and mainland and island habitat. 

Live Trapping 

65 

The three live-trapping study areas (TE, OH and TC) were trapped twice in each field 

season (between September and February in 1992/93 and between September and 

December in 1993/94). The first sessions coincided with the early bird breeding 

season, when eggs and some chicks are prevalent. The second sessions coincided with 

the mid to late breeding season when mainly chicks and fledglings are common 

(Appendix 4.1). 

Three types of live-traps were used to capture animals. Wire-mesh, possum cages as 

described by Pierce (1987), Tube traps as described by Showers (1991) and Elliot B 

traps. Elliots are collapsible aluminium box traps, 46 cm long, 15 cm high, 15 cm wide 

at the base and 11 cm wide at the roof. The trap door springs shut when an animal 

enters and puts weight on an internal treddle. Possum cages together with Tube traps 

or Elliot traps were set out on the grid (refer to Section 3.3.1, Chapter 3) at 200 m 

intervals. The traps were left open for 10 nights each and rebaited daily (when the 

weather was hot and the bait was dried out) or every second day (when the weather was 

overcast or raining and the bait remained fresh). In 1993/94 half of the possum cages 

were replaced with smaller but similar styled cage-traps. These new traps were 

collapsible wire-mesh cages, with a solid aluminium roof. The mesh measured 2 cm x 

8 cm. A folding aluminium door at one end of the trap was held open by a wire 

running along the length of the roof which was in turn attached to a hook holding the 

bait. When an animal attempted to remove the bait, the door was released and the 

animal trapped within. The new cages did not catch harriers and consequently indices 

of relative abundance of harriers for the last year of study are limited. Tube traps were 

only used in TE in session 1 of the 1992/93 season. Due to recurrent mechanical 

failures, the tube traps were replaced by Elliot traps in all following sessions. Tube or 

Elliot traps were set up within 5 m of each possum cage to target stoat captures. N. 

Alterio and H. Ratz (pers. comm.) both caught stoats in collapsible wire cages at 
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Boulder Beach, Otago Peninsula and in the Catlins, Southland, but they noted that 

some smaller stoats were abte to escape through the mesh . 

Rabbit was used as bait in the wire-mesh cages and in the Elliot traps (see trials by 

Pierce 1987); and rabbit in conjunction with a cracked egg (Dilks et al. 1992) in the 

Tube traps. 
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The type of cover ('no cover', 'non-target cover' or 'willow') and 'mainland' or 'island' 

habitat was recorded for each trap site (refer to Table 3.1 and Table 3.2, Chapter 3). 

The initial aim of the trapping was to capture animals in order to attach radio 

transmitters. Consequently, traps set in TE in 1992/93, in session 1, were placed 

predominantly within vegetation to enhance animal capture rates. To develop an index 

of trap success for relative abundance of predators between different cover types and 

1. ~ mainland versus island habitat, in all following sessions traps were placed at uniform 

distances throughout the entire study area (Appendix 4.2). Trap success was calculated 
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as the percentage of traps within each habitat type (no cover, non-target cover and 

willow ; mainland and island) which captured animals, corrected for sprung traps 

(Nelson & Clark 1973). 

In 1993/94, the grid was extended to include farmland sites on either side of the 

riverbed, in an effort to pick up predator movements outside of the riverbed area. In 

OH, farmland was only available on the true left of the river, so the grid on the true 

right side was extended to include the adjacent willow stands (Figure 3.2(b), Chapter 

3). 

Chi-squared Contingency Table analyses were used to compare trap success of each 

predator species among cover types, between mainland and island habitat and between 

field seasons. 

Radio telemetry 

Radio telemetry work was based at the TE and OH sites, where the majority of the 

animals were captured. 

Seven female and two male cats, eight female and seven male ferrets were eartagged 

and fitted with radio transmitters in 1992/93. One male cat and one male ferret were 

fitted with transmitters in 1993/94. Transmitters were attached to collars and fastened 

around the animal's neck. Predator movements were monitored using triangulation 
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(Parker 1993) in 1992/93 and close approach methods in 1993/94. Due to severe errors 

in triangulation fixes (Parker et al. subm., in Appendix 4.3), these fixes were discarded. 

Close approach methods were still used, but as the sample size in 1993/94 was reduced 

to three cats and one ferret (too small to allow any meaningful conclusions about 

movement patterns), it was not feasible to follow a strict sampling regime. As a result, 

close approach fixes were used in addition to other data collection techniques. 

Hand held Yagi aerials with TR4 receivers (from Sirtrack Electronics, Havelock 

North) were used to pinpoint den sites or resting areas during the day. If the animal 

moved during the process of fixing its location, the fix was ignored . 

Tracking tunnels 

Due to the many technical problems encountered with radio telemetry, ink-print 

tracking tunnels were used to obtain distribution information for predators in the 

1993/94 season. The design of the tunnels was based on those described in King & 

Edgar (1977) except that the tunnel dimensions were slightly enlarged to target ferrets 

and stoats. Animals targeted by tracking tunnels were ferrets, stoats, hedgehogs, rats 

and mice. Cats were too large to use the tunnels and could not be tracked in this 

manner. 

The tunnels were placed throughout the three main study areas (TE, OH and TC) on the 

grid at 200 m intervals, at alternate positions to where the live-traps were located. 

Tunnels were baited with small (1 cm) cubes of beef and the papers and baits were 

checked and changed once a week. From mid-January to mid-February 1994 rivers 

were in heavy flood. Over this period tunnels were inaccessible and there was a four 

week break before this tracking method could be resumed . 

Tracks left by visiting animals were identified first by myself and then independently 

by Hiltrun Ratz (PhD student, University of Otago). Where there was a difference in 

opinion as to the identification of a print, the paper was rechecked. If there was still no 

agreement the paper was removed from the analyses. The only differences in opinion 

related to the presence or absence of lizard prints (nine of a potential 128 prints were 

removed from analyses due to lack of resolution), which were not analysed in this 

study. It is certain that none of these prints were made by small mammals. 

As it was not possible to distinguish between prints of individual animals of the same 

species, the number of animals using each tunnel could not be estimated. 
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Consequently, for each week the target species were identified as being either present 

or absent from the tunnel site. The proportion of tunnels with tracks for each cover 

type and for mainland and island habitat was then compared using Chi-squared 

Contingency Table analyses. 

Additional Trapping 

The three study sites (TE, OH and TC) were trapped for an additional 10 days in 

February 1994, using soft-jawed victor traps (steel, coil-spring, leg-hold traps with 

padded rubber jaws). The aim of this trapping session was to do a third and final check 

for the presence of predators, and to reclaim radio transmitters off any animals that may 

have been recaptured in this session. Therefore traps were set in areas where animals 

were most likely to be caught, rather than at uniform distances throughout the study 

area as in the previous trapping sessions. Animal captures from this session have been 

listed in Appendix 4.4. 

4.3.2 Changes in predator captures after willow removal. 

To determine the direct effect of willow removal on predator occurrence, percent trap 

success within the TE willow area before its removal, was compared to percent trap 

success within this same area once the willow had been cleared. The area of willow 

involved in the removal programme (refer to Section 3.2, Chapter 3) was called 'target 

willow'. All other areas in TE; no cover, non-target covet and willow stands not 

included in the removal programme, have been called 'undisturbed areas'. 

Tekapo River cats travelled an average distance of 1.62 km from the centre of their 

home ranges and ferrets an average distance of 0.8 km (calculated from Pierce 1987). 

Much of the OH study site was well within this range for cats with home ranges 

centred on the TE. On several occasions animals caught in the TE study site were 

recaptured in OH, and visa versa. OH and TE captures were therefore combined for 

determining changes in predator abundance from 1992/93 to 1993/94 and compared to 

the control site (TC). 

,. . All trapping results are based on Cage captures (Appendix 4.5). Tube and Elliot traps 

did not catch adult cats, and very few caught ferrets (Appendix 4.6). As possum cages, 

' Tube and Elliot traps targeted different animals, captures from all three types of traps 

could not be pooled. Total captures of predators in Cage and Elliot traps, for different 

cover type and mainland versus island habitats are presented in Appendix 4.7. 
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4.4 RESULTS 

4.4.1 The relative abundance of cats, ferrets and other potential predators in 

different cover types 
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Trap success for both cats and ferrets was highest in non-target cover (cats p=0.0001, 

ferrets p=0.0001, Figure 4.1). There was no significant difference in trap success of 

cats between willow and areas with no cover. No ferrets were captured in areas of no 

cover. 

Only three mustelid prints were obtained through the tracking tunnel regime. Two of 

these occurred in the same area of non-target cover (potentially the same individual) 

and one in willow. 

No stoats were captured in either field season of this study. However, two stoats were 

observed fleeing burning willow heaps in April and May 1993 (R. Newman, pers. 

comm.). These heaps were not within the areas trapped in this study. Contractors were 

asked to take note of the animals escaping from burning heaps in May 1994, when the 

remaining windrows (upstream from the pylons) were burned. Two cats and numerous 

rabbits were observed, but no stoats were seen. 

Trap success of harriers in non-target cover was five times higher than in areas where 

no cover was available (p=0.0091, Figure 4.1). Trap success was also higher in non

target cover than in willow, although this difference in captures was not significant. 

Similarly there was no significant difference in captures between willow areas and 

areas of no cover. 

No hedgehogs were captured in areas where no cover was available (Figure 4.1). 

However, trap success was similar between non-target cover and willow. Similarly, 

over five times as many tracking tunnels contained hedgehog prints in willow 

(p=0.0001) and four times as many in non-target cover (p=0.0001) than in areas with 

no available cover (Figure 4.2). Tracking success was also significantly higher in 

willow than in non-target cover (p=0.003). 

The above habitat comparisons for cats, ferrets, harriers and hedgehogs were also made 

within mainland and island habitats. The same trends were repeated for mainland and 

island groups, although ferrets caught on islands were captured with more success in 

willow than in non-target cover (Appendix 4.8) . 
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No rats were captured in the live-trapping sessions in either field season. However, 

four Norway rats (Rattus norvegicus) were captured in the additional trapping session 

in February 1994. They were all were caught within 5 m of waterways (three adjacent 

to ponds, one adjacent to a river channel) and within vegetation (two in willow, two in 

non-target cover). No rat prints were identified in any of the tracking tunnels. 

Relative abundance of mice was assessed using prints from the tracking tunnels (Figure 

4.2). Nearly three times as many tunnels contained mouse prints in non-target cover 

compared to willow (p=0.0001). Twice as many tunnels contained mouse prints in 

non-target cover compared to areas of no cover (p=0.0009). The proportion of tunnels 

with mouse tracks in areas of no cover was slightly higher than in willow although this 

difference was not significant . 
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- , Figure 4.1 A comparison of trap success for predators (live-trap sites, mainland and island habitat 
lumped) within no cover (ETN=297.5), non-target cover (ETN=277.5) and willow (ETN=522). 
(***=significant to 0.1 %, **=significant to 1 %, *=significant to 5 %). 
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Figure 4.2 The percentage of mustelid, hedgehog and mouse tracks (live-trap sites, mainland and 
7 island habitat lumped) within no cover (ETN=227), non-target cover (ETN=151) and willow 

(ETN=155). (***=significant to 0.1 %, **=significant to 1 %, *=significant to 5 %). 
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Trap success of predators on the farmland from live-trapping was too low to allow 

comparisons with trap success on riverbed sites. However, no significant differences in 

captures of cats, ferrets, harriers or hedgehogs were found when comparing trap 

success between farmland and riverbed sites from the kill-trapping regime. 

4.4.2 Relative abundance of cats, ferrets and other potential predators on 

mainland and island habitat. 

Trap success of cats was almost eleven times higher on mainland compared with island 

habitat (p=0.0102, Figure 4.3). Similarly, trap success of ferrets was over three times 

higher on the mainland than on islands (p=0.0029). All three mustelid prints collected 

from the tracking tunnels were within mainland habitat (Figure 4.4). 

Captures were too few to statistically relate captures of cats or ferrets on islands to 

island size, cover type and flow rate (Appendix 4.9). However, two out of three cats 

were captured on islands greater than 2000 sq m (2700 sq m and 5000 sq m); the third 

was caught on an island 850 sq m surrounded by standing (i.e. not flowing) water. 

Two of the islands where cats were captured were dominated by non-target cover, the 
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third was predominantly vegetated in willow. All cats on islands were captured in non

target cover. 

Five ferrets were captured on islands; three on islands greater than or equal to 2000 sq 

m (2000 sq m and 7700 sq m) which were predominantly vegetated with willow. Two 

ferrets (one male, one female) were caught on a small island (75 sq m) also heavily 

vegetated in willow. They were captured together in the same cage. 

Harriers were trapped with equal success on mainland and island habitat (Figure 4.3). 

Hedgehogs were trapped and tracked with significantly greater success in mainland 

areas compared to island areas (trapping data p=0.0001, Figure 4.3; tracking data 

p=0.0001, Figure 4.4). 

Mice were tracked with equal success in mainland and island areas (Figure 4.4). 
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Figure 4.3 A comparison of trap success for predators (live-trap sites and cover type lumped) 
within mainland (ETN=561) and island (ETN=547) habitat. (***=significant to 0.1 %, 
**=significant to 1 %, *=significant to 5 % ). 
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Figure 4.4 The percentage of mustelid, hedgehog and mouse tracks within mainland (ETN=296) 
and island (ETN=248) habitat. (***=significant to 0.1 %, **=significant to 1 %, *=significant to 5 
%). 

4.4.3 Changes in predator captures after willow removal 

Predator captures in the 'target willow' were low both before and after willow clearance 

(Appendix 4.10). No cats were caught in 1992/93 and only one cat was captured (at the 

base of a windrow) in 1993/94 after the willow had been cleared. A radio transmitter 

was attached to this animal and subsequent close approaches during the day also found 

it located within willow heaps. 

Four ferrets were captured in the target willow before the willow clearance in 1992/93. 

There were no ferrets captured in target willow after the willow clearance in 1993/94 

until the additional trapping session in February 1994 (Appendix 4.4). Two ferrets 

were caught in this late session, both within 5 m of a windrow. 

There was an observed decline in captures of cats and ferrets in the 'undisturbed areas' 

from 1992/93 to 1993/94 (Appendix 4.10). Cat captures declined from three to nil, 

although this difference was not significant. One juvenile cat was also captured in the 

undisturbed area in the additional trapping in February 1994. Ferret captures declined 

significantly in the undisturbed areas, from thirteen captures to nil (p=0.0001). 
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Hedgehogs were absent from the target willow both before and after the clearance 

process. However captures remained relatively constant in the undisturbed areas, with 

six captures in 1992/93 and ten captures in the 1993/94. 

Overall, there was a significant reduction in percent trap success for both cats 

(p=0.0017, Figure 4.5(a)) and ferrets (p=0.0001, Figure 4.5(b)) at the experimental site 

(TE and OH combined) from 1992/93 (pre-willow removal) to 1993/94 (post-willow 

removal). Cat captures dropped from 10 to one, and ferret captures dropped from 30 to 

one. However, three kittens were captured in February 1994 (two in non-target cover 

and one in farmland) in addition to two ferrets (in non-target cover). Hedgehogs were 

trapped with equal success in both seasons (Figure 4.5(c)). 

In contrast, there was no significant difference in percent trap success for cats (Figure 

4.5(a)) or ferrets (Figure 4.5(b)) between the two seasons at the control site (TC). Trap 

success was very low in both seasons. Cat captures dropped from three to nil and ferret 

captures dropped from two to nil from 1992/93 to 1993/94. However, in the additional 

trapping in February 1994, two kittens and one ferret were captured in non-target 

cover. Hedgehogs were trapped with equal success in both seasons (Figure 4.5(c)) . 
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Figure 4.5 A comparison of (a) cat (b) ferret and (c) hedgehog captures in the experimental 
(TE/OH) and control (TC) sites from 1992/1993 (TE/OH ETN=800, TC ETN=263.5) to 1993/1994 
(TE/OH ETN=1324.5, TC ETN=601). (***=significant to 0.1 %, **=significant to 1 %, 
*=significant to 5 % ). 
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4.5 DISCUSSION 

4.5.1 Problems of small sample sizes 

Low capture rates throughout the study (particularly in the 1993/94 season) reduced the 

statistical power of many of the data analyses in this study. Habitat comparisons made 

in 1992/93 could not be replicated in 1993/94 and the low trap success of cats and 

ferrets in TC in both 1992/93 and 1993/94, make it very difficult to detect direct 

evidence for effects on predator abundance as a result of willow removal. 

4.5.2 The relative abundance of predators in different cover types 

Cats, ferrets and harriers were trapped with greatest success in non-target cover, 

whereas hedgehogs were trapped with equal success in both non-target cover and 

willow. This suggests that non-target cover is of some additional value for cats, ferrets 

and harriers which is of little benefit to hedgehogs. The most obvious common 

denominator in cat, ferret and harrier ecology is the similarity of their diet, in 

particular, the importance of rabbits for all of them. The measures of relative 

abundance of predators in different cover types also correlate with those of rabbits (i.e. 

most common in non-target cover followed by willow, refer to Chapter 3). Hedgehogs 

do not prey on rabbits and are unlikely to be directly influenced by rabbit abundance. 

The relationship between rabbits, cover and predator activity is repeated on the Otago 

Peninsula (Alterio 1994). Cats and ferrets hunted most frequently in strips of long 

grass surrounding yellow-eyed penguin colonies. Predator activity within these strips 

was concentrated where rabbit abundance was highest. Consequently, whether directly 

or through increased rabbit abundance, the presence of non-target cover on the riverbed 

after willow removal will be increasing the suitability of these areas as habitat for 

predators. 

Ferrets were captured on islands with greatest success in willows, whereas on the 

mainland trap success of ferrets was greater in non-target cover. Willow generally 

grew only on the largest islands, which also held higher numbers of lagomorphs 

(Chapter 3). Island size and relative abundance of lagomorphs may both play a role in 

the capture success of ferrets on islands . 

Mice were common throughout the riverbed, but were also tracked with greatest 

success in non-target cover. However, vegetative cover did not appear to determine the 
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relative abundance of mice to the same extent as other predators. Areas of no cover 

showed slightly greater tracking success than areas of willow. 
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- • Although their contribution by weight is small, mice are relatively common in the diet 

of cats, ferrets and harriers (Chapter 2, Pierce 1987, Pierce & Maloney 1989, Alterio 

1994) and may be important as alternative prey during periods of rabbit scarcity. 

During high densities of mice, mice can even be a main prey item in predator diet 

(Fitzgerald & Karl 1979). The higher numbers of mice in non-target cover in the 

Mackenzie Basin riverbeds may therefore further attract cats, ferrets and harriers into 

this vegetation. 
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Wild mice in New Zealand feed most frequently on insect and plant matter (Pickard 

1984, Badan 1986) and although they are capable of preying upon bird eggs and 

nestlings (Moors 1978) there is little evidence of this occurring in the wild (Moors 

1975, Flack & Lloyd 1978). The increased use of infra-red cameras (Brown 1994) to 

monitor birds nests may help to identify the threat mice (and other predators) pose to 

riverbed nesting birds. 

There was very little sign of rats in this study. The first rat captures occurred in 

February 1994. This was the only trapping session which used soft-jawed victors, but 

although rats would easily be able to squeeze through the mesh of a cage trap, they 

should have been captured in the Elliot traps had they been present during the live

trapping regime. Rats will use tracking tunnels (Moors 1978, Hickson et al. 1986, Ratz 

& Pascoe in prep.) but no prints were identified from 638 tracking nights in this study. 

As there were no rat prints in the tunnels set a maximum of 10 m from the sites where 

rats were eventually captured, it may be that rats in the Tekapo study area will not 

readily use the tunnels. Norway rats reputedly avoid strange objects in familiar 

surroundings (Moors 1990) although this reaction generally only lasts a few days. This 

is in contrast to studies on mouse ecology which have indicated a positive reaction by 

mice to new objects (Crowcroft 1959, Fitzgerald et al. 1981) 

4.5.3 The relative abundance of predators on mainland and island habitat 

The reduced abundance of cats, ferrets and hedgehogs on island compared to mainland 

habitat may be partly due to the presence of water acting as a deterrent or as a physical 

barrier. Although ferrets at Pukepuke Lagoon reputedly swim readily and well (Moors 

& Lavers 1981), the historical distribution of cats and ferrets in New Zealand suggests 

that they are not generally as willing to swim as stoats (Taylor 1984). In the three 
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seasons of his study Pierce (1987) recorded 31 river crossings involving 13 cats and 

ferrets. Twelve of these animals were categorised as dispersing juveniles, and none 

occurred during the bird breeding season when riverbed nesters would be most 

vulnerable to predation. Harriers which can fly onto islands unhindered by water 

flows, were captured in this study with similar success on both islands and on the 

mainland. 
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Pierce (1987) suggested that three cumecs may be the minimum flow rate likely to act 

as a barrier to deter cats and ferrets from islands. The majority of the channels in the 

lower Tekapo and Ohau Rivers are below three cumecs and none of the channels 

measured were above five cumecs (Rebergen 1993). As the numbers of cats and ferrets 

in this study were still significantly lower on islands, flow rates of even less may be 

enough to act as a deterrent. However, during the course of this study one cat was 

observed walking across shallow riffles from one island to another (N. Parker, pers. 

obs.) and close approaches of another cat from one day to the next indicated that it had 

also crossed the river. The depth and speed of individual channels is probably more 

likely to regulate the effectiveness of water as a barrier. For example wide, shallow, 

slow flowing channels such as riffle zones are less likely to deter cats and ferrets, than 

deeper, narrower and swifter sections carrying the same water load. Only one suitable 

crossing point will be required to give a predator regular access to islands. 

The low numbers of cats and ferrets caught on islands may also relate to availability of 

prey. Rabbits numbers may be too low on islands (refer to Chapter 3) to attract cats 

and ferrets when there is a plentiful food source on the mainland. Pierce (1987) noted 

that rabbits were present on two of the three major islands in his study area on the 

Tekapo River. Predators were more frequently found on the two rabbit populated 

islands than on the rabbit-free island where predators were seldom seen. 

Sample sizes were too low to statistically test the relationship between predator 

captures, island size, and flow rates. However, both island size and flow rates are 

likely to effect the numbers of predators crossing rivers. Rabbit abundance on islands 

was positively correlated with island size whereby the amount of rabbit sign increased 

dramatically up to islands 1000 sq m (refer to Chapter 3). Most of the islands where 

cats and ferrets were captured were greater than 2000 sq m. If island size is driving 

rabbit abundance, it may also be indirectly responsible for increased predator visits. 
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Mice were tracked with equal success on both mainland and island habitat. Mice do 

swim (Evans et al. 1978), so islands are accessible. However, it seems unlikely that a 

mouse would willingly swim the relatively deep and swift flowing channels regularly. 

Mice breed rapidly (Murphy & Pickard 1990) and if access to an island is gained, 

numbers could build up very quickly. This may partially explain the relatively high 

tracking success of mice on islands. It is unlikely that cats or ferrets would be enticed 

on to the islands on the basis of mouse numbers, as abundance was similar on the 

mainland. However, predators such as stoats which will swim readily are able to 

survive on small prey items such as mice and may be attracted to these islands 

particularly when rabbit numbers are low. 

Some visits to islands were recorded for all potential predators in this study. To 

improve the protective value of islands to riverbed nesting birds from predators, flow 

rates may need to be increased. Increasing flow rates would also potentially split larger 

islands into smaller units and make islands less attractive to rabbits (Chapter 3). The 

water which is at present diverted down the hydro-electric canals for production of 

electricity is economically very valuable and the cost of releasing water directly down 

the river may be too great. However, other options exist which may allow 

manipulation of islands and surrounding flow rates. At present bulldozers and diggers 

.' are used in numerous riverbeds throughout the South Island to control vegetation and 
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maintain riverbed stopbanks. Although no reports were found of similar work being 

done for conservation purposes, the costs and benefits of using machinery to create 

islands and to manipulate channels to increase water flows in specific areas, is worth 

investigating. Future research must first determine which factors are most important in 

reducing predator visits on islands ( e.g. cover type, flow rates, reduced rabbits, island 

size). If flow rates and/or island size are a major determinant, then the optimum island 

size and surrounding flow rate, to simultaneously provide suitable nesting sites for 

birds and unattractive feeding grounds for predators needs to be established. 

4.5.4 Changes in the relative abundance of predators following willow removal 

Sample sizes were too low to pick up any statistical changes in predator captures in the 

'target willow' before and after clearance. However, there did appear to be a reduction 

in the numbers of cats and ferrets caught in 'undisturbed areas' of the TE from 1992/93 

to 1993/94. Removal of willow would have reduced the number of rabbits in the area, 

at least to a degree (refer to Chapter 3). This reduction in the staple food supply may 
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have been substantial enough to affect predator abundance throughout the experimental 

zone. 

The decline in predator captures in TC also creates problems in assessing any putative 

experimental effects as a result of willow removal. The reduction in trap success of 

cats and ferrets in both the experimental and control sites between seasons, may 

represent the tail end of a riverwide decline of cats and ferrets following the rabbit 

poisoning operations prior to this study. Alternatively, the non-significant result in trap 

success between seasons in the TC may accurately portray a stable (if low) predator 

population. In this case, it would be possible that some of the success in reducing 

predator abundance in the TE was due to willow removal. 

There was no evidence of a large influx of stoats following the disappearance of cats 

and ferrets in this study, as hypothesised by Pierce (1987). The inter-relationship 

between these predators is likely to be very complex. Although there was an increase 

in stoat observations after extensive rabbit poisoning on the Tekapo River in 1986 

(Pierce 1987), there was not an increase in stoat observations after a previous poisoning 

in 1984, despite a similar reduction in cats and ferrets. Future research investigating 

,-. i the inter-relationships between rabbits, cats, ferrets and stoats is required to test this 

hypothesis. 
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The apparent increase in cat and ferret numbers in February 1994 is likely to be a real 

reflection of predator dispersal into or through the area and not of a more effective 

trapping method. Although open victors will catch adult cats more successfully than 

wire-mesh cages, ferrets will be caught with equal success in both trap types (Ratz et 

al. 1994) . 

Tracking tunnels were set up throughout the 1993/94 season, but no ferret prints were 

identified until February (in TE and OH) and March (in TC), when at least one tunnel 

at each of the three sites contained ferret tracks. All three ferrets captured were adult 

(all had distinctive saggital crests) males. At Pukepuke Lagoon, adult male ferrets 

increased their homeranges substantially between January and March, and a large 

number of the·male residents first settled in the area as adults (Moors & Lavers 1981). 

The increase in cat captures in this study in February (all kittens) is likely to be a result 

of juvenile dispersal. Peak dispersal of kittens in the Mackenzie Basin occurs over 

February and March (Pierce 1987). If these kittens and ferrets settle in the area, this 

may indicate that the initial reduction in predator captures between seasons has been 
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only a temporary response to the disturbance created by the willow removal and/or 

rabbit abundance. 

4.6 CONCLUSIONS 

81 

Vegetative cover held the highest concentrations of potential predators of riverbed 

nesting birds, with the greatest numbers occurring in non-target cover. The presence of 

non-target cover on the riverbed is therefore likely to severely undermine the 

effectiveness of willow removal in reducing predator visits to open riverbed habitat. 

The relative abundance of cats and ferrets in the experimental site following willow 

removal was significantly reduced. However, low capture success in the control site in 

both seasons and confounding variables such as the rabbit poisoning prior to this study, 

mean that the mechanisms directly responsible for reduced predators in the 

experimental area could not be identified. An increase in juvenile cat and adult male 

ferret captures at the end of the final season may indicate that the reduction of predator 

captures at the beginning of the season was only a temporary response to earlier 

changes in the environment. Future studies still need to determine the effects of 

vegetation removal on predator abundance. The focus should be on the long-term 

responses of predators to these habitat manipulations and the driving factors behind 

these responses. 

The following chapter attempts to bring together the results from Chapters 2, 3 and 4, 

to summarise the main findings of this study and to outline the implications for 

riverbed management on the basis of this research. 
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CHAPTER 5: GENERAL DISCUSSION 
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5.0 GENERAL DISCUSSION 

Lagomorphs, particularly rabbits and their young have been identified as the main prey 

of cats in the Tekapo and Ahuriri Rivers of the Mackenzie Basin (Chapter 2). This 

result corroborates the findings in other areas within New Zealand where rabbit 

abundance is high. Other studies have outlined the importance of lagomorph prey to 

ferrets and to stoats. As removal of vegetation from the riverbed will reduce the 

abundance of lagomorphs in adjacent open riverbed (Chapter 3), the potential for 

reducing lagomorph and hence predator abundance in the vicinity of riverbed nesting 

birds is high. This general discussion brings together the findings of this study and 

reports on the validity and effects of using vegetation removal as a natural biological 

control of local populations of rabbits and consequently of cats, ferrets and stoats. 

Recommendations for future management based on this research are presented in 

italics. 

5.1 The importance of lagomorphs in the diet of predators. 

Cats and ferrets are opportunistic feeders and are capable of supplementing their 

predominantly rabbit diet with a wide range of prey species. This and a high incidence 

of individual variation in diet among and within species makes it difficult to predict 

how these predators will respond to changes in abundance of their lagomorph prey. 

Cats in this study ate a higher proportion of alternative prey than reported in Pierce's 

(1987) study on the Tekapo River. This may merely reflect differences in the 

abundance of alternative prey among years or sites. Alternatively, predators may have 

switched their diet to incorporate larger proportions of alternative prey after dramatic 

reductions in rabbit numbers as a result of the poisoning operations along the Tekapo 

River in 1991 and 1992. Studies which have investigated cat (and ferret) diet during 

periods of changing abundance of rabbits, strongly suggest that these predators will 

increase their intake of alternative prey when rabbit numbers are low. This 'diet 

switching' hypothesis still needs to be rigorously tested. To date studies have not 

replicated the treatment (reducing rabbit abundance) or incorporated non-treatment 

blocks (where rabbit abundance has remained stable) for comparison. Without these 

tests the general applicability of the results to other areas and situations is limited. 

Recommendation: Quantify changes in predator diet as a result of reduced 

lagomorph abundance. Replicate treatments and incorporate non-treatment sites into 

future studies. 
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Differences in diets of cats hunting in farmland and riverbed areas within the 

Mackenzie Basin mean that results from diet studies undertaken on farmland sites 

cannot accurately predict the consequences for endemic biota of reducing rabbit 

abundance within the riverbed. 
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Recommendation: Investigate responses of predators to changing abundance of 

rabbits independently onfarmland and on riverbed sites. Management strategies for 

controlling predators on the riverbed by manipulation of prey must be based on 

riverbed diet studies and not from diet studies undertaken within other habitats. 

One of the key issues which needs to be resolved is which predators are responsible for 

the high predation levels on riverbed nesting birds. Birds made up only a small 

proportion of cat diet in this study and their contribution to the overall diet biomass was 

low. Although ferret diet was not described in this study, birds occurred in ferret scats 

collected near the Tekapo River only very occasionally in Pierce's (1987) study. If cats 

and ferrets are not the most significant predators of nesting birds, then removing 

willow and consequently rabbits may not be the most effective method of reducing 

predation levels. The use of infra-red cameras to monitor bird nests may be the most 

reliable method of positively identifying predators. 

Recommendation: Identify which predators are responsible for high predation levels 

on riverbed bird species by increasing use of infra-red cameras. 

5.2 Vegetation removal as a method of reducing local populations of lagomorphs 

and their predators 

Removal of vegetation from the Tekapo Riverbed has the potential to significantly 

reduce the number of lagomorphs foraging in adjacent open riverbed. However, the 

benefits derived from the willow clearance will be severely undermined by the 

presence of patchy areas of non-target cover where lagomorph sign was concentrated. 

In addition to extending the area of open riverbed accessible to foraging lagomorphs, 

non-target cover may also provide a source of food . 

Cat, ferret and harrier captures were also concentrated in non-target cover. As rabbits 

are the staple food of these predators, the high abundance of rabbits in non-target cover 

is likely to have heavily influenced trapping success. 
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Cats in the Mackenzie Basin preyed mainly on young rabbits (100-500 g). The 

,/ importance of nestlings to ferrets has been outlined in other studies. Consequently, 

where rabbit stops are will also play an important role in the hunting patterns of 

·, predators. Pierce (1987) found a large number of rabbit stops under dense vegetation 

in the upper Tekapo Riverbed. The presence of non-target cover and willow on the 

riverbed is therefore likely to substantially increase the number of suitable stop sites, 

and hence the numbers of rabbit nestlings and young in these areas, creating more 

attractive hunting grounds for predators. 
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Recommendation: Incorporate clearance of non-target cover as an important 

objective of the vegetation removal programme, in order to maximise the subsequent 

reduction in abundance of lagomorphs and potentially of their predators. 

The suitability of the riverbed as a feeding ground will also be important in 

determining the numbers of rabbits frequenting the area. Vegetation regrowth provides 

succulent food for rabbits (Howard 1959) and the higher abundance of lagomorph sign 

in open riverbed with a high density of immediate ground cover, indicates that rabbits 

may also be feeding on this vegetation. Even if rabbits are not feeding in these areas, 

they are concentrated in the vicinity of immediate ground cover and control of this 

vegetation should make these areas less attractive to rabbits. 

Recommendation: Control vegetation regrowth and weeds on riverbeds to make the 

open riverbed less attractive to rabbits and hence to predators. 

The distance lagomorphs are likely to travel to feed could not be determined from this 

study. Although pellets were concentrated close to cover where it was available, the 

trend for pellet counts to decrease with distance was not significant and may partly 

reflect the tendency for rabbits to deposit the majority of their pellets where they 

congregate at dusk rather than where they feed at night (Gibb 1993). However, overall 

lagomorph sign was significantly higher in open riverbed adjacent to cover ( < 500 m 

away) than in open riverbed distant from cover(> 500 m). These concentrations of 

- >- rabbits will be attracting predators into the open riverbed. Of particular importance to 

·, Project River Recovery are the undisturbed strips of willows lining the edge of the 

riverbed on the lower Tekapo River. In some cases these willow strips are separated 

from the open riverbed by water channels. These channels may deter rabbits or at least 

their predators from visiting the open riverbed. However, where these willows are 
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"' within 500 m of, and are on the same landmass as the open riverbed, rabbit and 

·, predator visits are likely to be more frequent. These open areas on the lower Tekapo 

i Riverbed also coincide with a high incidence of nesting waders and terns (Project River 

,,. Recovery unpubl. data). 
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Recommendation: Remove all vegetation (willow and non-target cover) within at 

least 500 m away from the open riverbed in order to reduce rabbit abundance in these 

areas. Place particular emphasis on willows on the same landmass as the open 

riverbed areas. 

Habitat manipulations such as vegetation removal may be an invaluable long-term and 

relatively inexpensive method of protecting endemic biota such as nesting birds. 

However, before this method can be safely employed, the direct effect of vegetation 

clearance on predator abundance needs to be resolved. 

Although predator abundance did decline after willow removal, the same response was 

detected in areas where willow removal did not occur. This decline in predator 

captures throughout the riverbed may reflect a river wide response to a reduction in 

rabbit abundance from previous poisoning operations. As rabbits were poisoned again 

after the completion of this study, the effects of willow removal versus the effects of 

rabbit poisoning on predator abundance cannot be investigated until the rabbit 

population begins to recover. If predator abundance remains low where willow was 

cleared, after recovery of the rabbit population, despite an increase in predator numbers 

in areas where vegetation was undisturbed, then more confidence can be placed in 
r , 

r , 

vegetation removal as an approach to reducing local abundance of predators. 

Recommendation: Keep the cleared areas free of vegetation. Once the rabbit 

population has built up again after the recent poisoning, retrap predators using the 

niethods described in this study. Compare predator abundance between cleared areas 

and areas which have not been disturbed . 

.-- This study does not confirm Pierce's (1987) observations of increased stoat abundance 

, following a reduction in abundance of cats and fenets. However, stoat abundance in 

the Mackenzie Basin does fluctuate and the hypothesis that a reduction in cat and ferret 

numbers leads to an increased number of stoats still needs to be rigorously tested. The 

prospect that an increase in stoat numbers may be triggered by rabbit control may be an 
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,..,, important argument concerning the introduction of biological controls such as viral 

i ~ haemorrhagic disease. Stoats can survive on a staple diet of small prey items such as 

1, birds, mice, lizards and invertebrates. When stoat numbers increase, endemic birds and 

r other biota may be at greater risk from predation. 

1·· • Recommendation: Test the hypothesis that a reduction of cats and ferrets will lead to 

an increase in stoat abundance. Describe the diet of stoats in the Mackenzie Basin 

riverbeds to more accurately assess the threat posed by stoats to nesting birds. 
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5.3 Islands as a haven for riverbed nesting birds 

Islands have the potential to provide natural protection for nesting birds and other 

riverbed biota from predation by cats and ferrets. This study suggests that water flows 

around islands of even less than three cumecs will deter predators from visiting islands. 

The dimensions and speed of water channels are likely to be an important factor in the 

effectiveness of water as a barrier. 

Predators are also likely to be less attracted to islands where rabbit numbers are low, 

especially when rabbit abundance on the mainland is higher. Island size was isolated 

as the driving factor behind rabbit abundance on islands in the Tekapo and Ohau 

Rivers, where small islands(< 1000 sq m) were least attractive. Flow rates did not 

appear to be important in determining the abundance of lagomorphs on islands. 

However, on the lower Tekapo and Ohau Rivers, flows were generally below three 

cumecs and all were under five cumecs. In river situations where flows are greater than 

five cumecs, the relationship between flow rates around islands and lagomorph 

abundance should be retested. 

Recommendation: Establish the optimum water flow ( depth, width and velocity) 

which will deter predators from visiting islands. Use this information to increase 

protection around islands more frequently visited by predators. Reduce the number of 

large islands (> 1000 sq m) and increase the number of smaller islands to reduce 

lagomorph abundance on islands. This could be achieved by increasing water flows or 

by physical manipulation of the riverbed. Establish the optimum island size which 

would provide both suitable habitat for nesting birds and reduced lagomorph 

abundance. 
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5.4 Wider implications for management 

Over the years there has been increased pressure to reduce dense populations of rabbits 

in areas such as the Mackenzie Basin by the introduction of biological controls, for 

example, myxomatosis and now viral haemorrhagic disease. Braided riverbeds in the 

Mackenzie Basin are corridors of special conservation value within the degraded 

grassland system and until recently there has been little emphasis placed on effects that 

reducing rabbits on a large scale will have on endemic biota living within this system. 

The vegetation removal programme undertaken by Project River Recovery not only has 

the potential to protect local populations of endemic biota by reductions of lagomorphs 

and their predators, but results also have important implications for the wider reaching 

effects of reducing rabbits on endemic biota from other methods. 

This study has focused on the short-term responses of lagomorphs and potential 

predators to vegetation removal. River managers now need to focus on the long-term 

responses of lagomorph and predator populations to large scale manipulations of their 

habitat. 
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7. APPENDICES 

Appendix 2.1 

Identification of invertebrate and lizard prey found in the guts and scats of ferrets and 

cats caught on the riverbeds and farmland of the Mackenzie Basin. Invertebrates 

were identified by Lisa Sinclair and Peter Johns (Zoology Department, University of 

Canterbury). Lizards were identified by Anita Middlemiss (Zoology Department, 

University of Otago ). 

Invertebrate Species level Type of Invertebrate 

Agelenidae Spider 
beetle 

No. of 
invertebrates 

Predator Comments 

98 

Byrrhidae 
Calliphoridae 
Calliphoridae 
Chryso/ina hyperici 
Conocephalus spp. 
Costelytra zealandica 
Dermestes sp. 
Dermestes spp. 
Diptera 

Family 
Family 
Family 
Family 
Species 
Genus 
Species 
Genus 
Genus 
Order 
Genus 
Species 
Genus 
Order 
Family 
Family 
Species 
Family 
Family 
Family 
Species 
Species 
Species 
Species 
Species 
Family 
Species 
Family 

fly 
maggot 

3 cat 
1 cat 
1 cat 
6 cat 
1 cat 
2 cat 

possible contamination 
possible contamination 

Hemiandrus sp. 
Hemideina maori 
Hexathele spp. 
Hymenoptera 
Linyphiidae 
Lygaeidae 
Monomorium antarcticum 
Muscidae 
Noctuidae 
Noctuidae 
0/inga feredayi 
Phaulacridium marginale 
Potamopyrgus antipodarum 
Prodontria sp. 
Pynocentria evecta 
Scarabeidae 
Sigaus minutus 
Tachinidae 

Lizard 

Polychroma spp. 
Gekkonidae 
Skinkidae 

Species level 

Genus 
Family 
Family 

beetle 
grasshopper 
grassgrub beetle 
bacon beetle (adult) 
bacon beetle (larvae) 
f I y 
burrowing ground weta 
tree weta 
funnel web spider 
wasp 
spider 
bug 
ant 
fly 
caterpillar 
moth 
caddis 
grasshopper 
aquatic snail 
flightless grassgrub beetle 
caddis 
beetle 
grasshopper 
fly 

Type of Lizard 

Skink 
Gecko 
Skink 

2 cat, ferret 
1 cat 

111 ferret 
3 cat 

40 cat 
37 cat 

4 cat 
1 cat 
1 ferret 
1 cat 
2 cat 
1 ferret 
5 cat 
2 cat 
5 cat 
3 cat 
3 cat 
2 cat 
1 cat 
1 cat 
1 cat 
2 cat 

No. of lizards Predator 

4 cat 
3 cat 

26 cat 

new species 

possible contamination 

new species 

Comments 
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Appendix 2.2 

The relative weight contribution of different prey items to the diet of cats (from 

Fitzgerald & Karl 1979). 

Prey Weight (g) 

Lagomorph 170 

Possum 170 

Hedgehog 170 

Rat 125 

Mouse 1 5.5 

Bird 54 

Lizard 7 

Weta 1.67 

Other inverts 0.65 

NB. The weight contribution of possums to cat diet was lowered from 170 g to 125 g 

in this study as the only two possums found in the diet of cats in this study were 

juveniles and were likely to have been little bigger in size than a rat (which 

contributes 125 g). 

99 
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Appendix 2.3 

The number of prey items found in the guts of ferrets (n=25). Includes the number of 

guts which contained each prey type and the number of prey items found in the guts. 

Prey rype Frequency of Total No. 

occurrence in guts of prey items 

Lagomorph 2 2 

Mouse 3 4 

Invertebrates 3 11 3 

Hedgehog 1 1 

Rat 1 1 

Unidentifiable bones 3 

Empty 14 
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No. of occurrence Total No. of 

Prey Type Male Female Male 

Lagomorph 17 16 18 
Bird 3 3 3 
Mousa 9 10 14 
Sklnk 5 5 15 
Gecko 2 1 2 
Weta 5 6 9 
Other Inverts 11 8 22 
Hedgehog 0 1 0 
Possum 0 1 0 
Rat 0 1 0 

Prey Type Adult Juvenile Adult 

Lagomorph 19 12 21 
Bird 2 4 2 
Mouse 10 9 15 
Skink 4 6 9 
Gecko 2 1 2 
Weta 3 8 6 
Other Inverts 4 15 12 
Hedgehog 0 1 0 
Possum 0 1 0 
Rat 1 0 1 

prey items % frequency of 

Female Male 

16 77.0 
3 13.6 

15 40.9 
9 22.7 
1 9.0 

31 22.7 
19 50.0 

1 0.0 
2 0.0 
1 0.0 

Juvenile Adult 

12 82.6 
4 8.7 

14 43.5 
15 17.4 

1 8.7 
34 13.0 
28 17.4 

2 0.0 
1 0.0 
0 4.3 

' " 

occurrence 

Female 

69.6 
13.0 
43.5 
21.7 

4.3 
26.1 
34.8 

4.3 
4.3 
4.3 

Juvenile 

54.5 
18.2 
40.9 
27.3 

4.5 
36.4 
68.2 

4.5 
4.5 
0.0 

% of total 

Male 

21.7 
3.6 

16.9 
18.1 

2.4 
10.8 
26.5 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

Adult 

30.4 
2.9 

21.7 
13.0 
2.9 
8.7 

17.4 
0.0 
0.0 
1.5 

prey items% composlton by weight 

Female Male Female 

16.3 85.3 73.9 
3.1 4.5 4.1 

15.3 6.0 5.9 
9.2 2.9 1.6 
1.0 0.4 0.2 

31.6 0.4 1.3 
19.4 0.4 0.3 

1.0 0.0 6.3 
2.0 0.0 4.3 
1.0 0.0 3.2 

Juvenile Adult Juvenile 
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Appendix 2.5 

The percent occurrence of lagomorphs in each age class found in the guts (n=45) and 

scats (n=56) of cats and in the guts (n=8) of ferrets. The figures in parentheses 

indicate the minimum number of lagomorphs present. 

Nesti ing Young Adult Unknown 

(<100 g) ( 1 00-500 g) (>500 g) 

Cat guts 11 % (3) 59 % ( 1 6) 30 % (8) 21 % (7) 

Adult male 11 % ( 1 ) 56 % (5) 33 % (3) 18 % (2) 
-

Adult female 0% (0) 75 % (6) 25 % (2) 11 % ( 1 ) 

Adult 6% (1) 65 % ( 11) 29 % (5) 15 % (3) 

Juvenile 20 % (2) so% (5) 30 % (3) 23 % (3) 

Cat scats 25 % (7) 43 % ( 1 2) 32 % (9) 36 % ( 1 6) 

Cat scats and 18 % ( 1 0) . 51 % (28) 31 % ( 17) 29 % (23) 

guts combined 

Ferret guts 1 00 % ( 1) 0% (0) 0% (0) so% ( 1) 
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Appendix 3.1 

The Gibb Index (from Gibb et al. 1969). 

The mean number of pellets per sq m were calculated from this study, using the 

calibration curve presented in Figure 3.4, Chapter 3. The highest Gibb score assigned 

was '6'. 

Score Description of sign Mean number of pellets per sq m 
(from calibration curve in this study) 

0 No sign detected 0 

1 Very few droppings, sometimes grouped; 19.89 
easily overlooked. 

2 Very infrequent heaps; very light and 24.32 
patchy scatter 

3 Infrequent heaps; Light and patchy 28.61 
scatter. 

4 Frequent heaps; Light and patchy 67.75 
scatter. 

5 Heaps occasionally within five paces of 176.73 
each other; moderate scatter over most 
of the whole area. 

6 Heaps often within five paces of each 390.55 
other; moderate scatter over the whole 
area. 

7 Usually two or three heaps within five 
paces of each other. 

8 Usually three or more heaps within five 
paces of each other; dense scatter over 
the whole area. 

9 Some heaps almost merging; scatter very 
dense. 

10 Some heaps merging; very dense scatter 
over whole area. 
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Appendix 3.2 

U) 
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No cover Non-target cover Willow 

Cover 
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D Hare 

Ill Rabbit 

The percentage of rabbits and hares observed in different cover types on the riverbed 

and on the farmland. In total, 212 lagomorph observations were made, 159 (75 %) 

rabbit and 53 (25 % ) hare. 
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Appendix 4.1 

>- The relationship between live-trapping sessions and bird breeding season. 

' . 
Site Season Session Date of Date of Bird breeding 

Openinq Closing season 

TE 1 992/93 1 1 O-Sep-92 18-Sep-92 Early 

2 1 9-Jan-93 29-Jan-93 Late 

1993/94 1 13-Sep-93 24-Sep-93 Early 

2 1 O-Dec-93 22-Dec-93 !vlid-Late 

OH 1992/93 1 20-0ct-92 30-0ct-92 !vlid 

2 26-Jan-93 S-Feb-93 Late 

1993/94 1 1-Sep-93 1 O-Sep-93 Early 

2 23-Nov-93 3-Dec-93 !vlid-Late 

TC 1992/93 1 4-Nov-92 11-Nov-92 !vlid 

2 3-Feb-93 11-Feb-93 Late 

1993/94 1 28-Sep-93 8-0ct-93 Early-!vlid 

2 9-Dec-93 20-Dec-93 !vlid-Late 
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Appendix 4.2 

The number of trap sites in each study area: split between cover type, mainland and 

island habitat and farmland. 

Site Season Session Riverbed No cover Non-target cover Willow Mainland Island Farmland 
trap sites 

TE 1992/93 1 29 2 5 22 13 1 6 0 
2 32 9 6 17 1 0 22 0 

1993/94 1 40 20 10 1 0 18 22 1 0 
2 40 20 1 0 10 18 22 10 

a; 1992/93 1 23 13 9 1 13 1 0 0 
2 23 13 9 1 13 1 0 0 

1993/94 1 26 13 9 4 16 10 5 
2 26 13 9 4 16 1 0 5 

TC 1992/93 1 23 0 6 17 19 4 0 
2 23 0 6 17 19 4 0 

1993/94 1 23 0 6 17 19 4 10 

2 23 0 6 17 19 4 10 
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Appendix 4.3 

Inaccuracy of a radio-tracking system for small mammals: the effect of 
electrical interference. 

NADINE PARKER*, AMELIA PASCOE*, HENRIK MOLLER* AND 

RICHARD MALONEYt 

* Zoology Department, 

University of Otago, 

PO Box 56, Dunedin, 

New Zealand 

t Department of Conservation, 

Private Bag, 

Twizel, 

New Zealand 

Submitted to ''Communications from the Mammal Society'' in Journal of 

Zoology, London 

INTRODUCTION 

Radio-tracking provides one of the only practical methods for studying movements 

and activities of secretive and nocturnal mammals such as stoats (Mustela erminea), 

ferrets (Mustelafuro) and feral cats (Felis catus). However radio-tracking is 

expensive and time consuming, and may not alw~ys give reliable estimates of animal 

locations. We radio-tracked ferrets and cats to assess whether habitat modifications 

in braided shingle riverbeds in the Mackenzie Basin, South Island, New Zealand, 

would reduce their predation of threatened endemic birds that nest there (Parker 

1993; Maloney 1993). This note records the unacceptable inaccuracies in radio

tracking that we discovered too late, and identifies a probable source of some of the 

errors. 

METHODS 

Bearings of radio-transmitter signals were estimated from seven fixed receiving 

stations positioned on a plateau, 20-30 m above and flanking the Tekapo and Ohau 

riverbeds ( 44 °21' S; 170° 13' E). Recehing stations C and D were under or within 

300 m of the Benmore-Islington power line that crosses the lower part of the Tekapo 

riverbed (Fig 1). The series of pylons, 26-30 min height, support three twin 
I 
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conductors and two aerial earthwires on the crossarm. Each steel-aluminium 25 mm 

conductor has a voltage of 200 000 volts, and conductor rating of 1200 amps. The 

aerial earthwires consist of 12 mm galvenised steel. 

Null-peak radio-tracking masts (towers constructed with two six element aerials 

mounted parallel on a cross bar). and a hand-held three element Yagi-Uda antenna 

(Uda and Mushiako 1954) were used to receive signals . Merlin 12 and Telonics TR4 

receivers were used to estimate the position of transmitters. When the left and right 

bearings (where signal strength dropped noticeably) for hand-held Yagi-Uda antenna 

exceeded 140°, the datum was disregarded in the following analyses. Eleven two

stage transmitters (Sirtrack Electronics), were used, and bearings taken with hand

held manual (SIL VER Model No 3-R) and electronic compasses (Autohelm Personal 

Compass) aligned with the aerial's direction. 

Tekapo River delta 

soom 

Figure 1. Map of the Tekapo River delta study site, Mackenzie Basin, New Zealand. 

Closed circles(•) show receiving sites on the plateau area. The large dashed lines 

show the position of the Benmore-Islington power line in relation to these receiving 

sites. 
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A cursory check at the outset of the study showed that manually positioned 

transmitters placed at various parts of the study area could be detected, and that the 

bearings from each receiving station were sensible. Transmitters were then attached 

to captured cats and ferrets. Three months later when potential problems became 

apparent, a much more systematic measure of detection and angular errors in 

bearings was attempted. Transmitters were placed at 100-200 m intervals on the 

ground at 48 surveyed grid points, throughout the study area. 

RESULTS 

Errors obtained when using the towers and manual compasses were normally 

distributed about a mean of 4.7° ± s.d. 13.8° (n = 110), and ranged from -38° to 45.5° 

when one obvious outlier was removed. The 95 % confidence interval was ±2.6° 

around the estimated mean. This frequency distribution was the best result obtained. 

Frequency distributions for the remaining equipment combinations showed even 

greater spread of errors (Parker 1993). Approximately 25 % of the absolute errors 

are within 0-5° (0~ error <5°) for the towers; and 35 % for hand-held Yagi-Uda 

antenna (Fig. 2). Approximately 50 % of the absolute errors are within 5-10° (5~ 
. 

error <10°) for all equipment combinations. Nearly all of the absolute errors are 

within 25-30° (Fig. 2). 
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Figure 2. Cumulative frequency ( % ) of absolute errors for towers (n=93) and hand 

held Yagi-Uda antenna (n=69). Each error interval represents x ~error< x. 
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A visual inspection of errors revealed consistent differences between the receiving 

stations. Bearings estimated when using the equipment at receiving stations (C and 

D), situated "near" (under or within 300 m of) the power lines, were consistently 

greater 

than the actual error. In contrast bearings from "far" receiving stations (A and B), 

both of which are greater than 600 m from the power lines, were distributed equally 

on either side of the true bearing. At-test rejected the null hypothesis that there is no 

difference between the errors from "near" and "far" receiving stations for towers 

(n = 40, t = 3.5, p=0.001) and hand-held Yagi-Uda antennas (n = 17, t = 2.2, 

p=0.03). 

When the equipment from the "far" receiving stations were pointing in the direction 

of the power lines, the errors were negative (Fig. 3). At-test rejected the null 

hypothesis that there is no difference between the errors "towards" and "away" from 

the power lines (n = 61, t = 3.2, p= 0.0021) . 

20 

• Towards pylons ., D Away from pylons 
Ill 

~ 10 OJ 
Ill 

~ 

... 
g 
Ill 0 
... 
"' :, 
OJ 
C 

"' 
C -10 

"' Ill 
2 

A B 

Receiving station 

Figure 3. Mean angular error for receiving sites A and Bon the Tekapo study site, 

when the equipment is pointing towards the power lines (transmitters were placed 

under or on the other side of) and when it is not (bars show 95% confidence 

intervals). 
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DISCUSSION 

Lee et al (1985) and Garrott et al (1986) attributed radio-tracking errors greater than 

10° to signal bounce and removed them from the data. For this study, only 50. % of 

the absolute errors were within 5-10° for all equipment combinations. The results, as 

a whole, are practically useless to estimate ferret and cat locations. The local 

topography of the study site for this research was, in theory, ideal for radio-tracking, 

i.e. all receiving stations had uninterrupted line of sight to virtually all of the large, 

flat and predominantly unvegetated riverbed below. Heavily forested habitats cause 

greater bounce problems than open habitats (Hupp and Ratti 1983; White 1985). 

Therefore, the assumption that errors greater than 10° are due solely to signal bounce 

is unlikely to be true in this study. In addition, reflected signals are not discrete, so 

will be nearly impossible to identify when the animals' location, and hence the true 

bearing, is unknown (White 1985). 

The hypothesis that the power lines contributed to the bias and/or size of the bearing 

errors arose from visual inspection of our data. The statistical test of the difference 

was therefore a posteriori. Accordingly, this study did not prove the source of 

interference and our hypothesis should now be rechecked with a new research 

programme. However, the effort was replicated between two groups of "near" (C and 

D) and "far" (A and B) receiving stations; and by differences between bearings 

"towards" and "away" from the power lines. This latter difference occurred at both of 

the "far" receiving locations. We can think of no landscape or vegetation features 

that differed between the "near" and "far" locations (the topography of and 

immediately surrounding the study area is remarkably uniform). Accordingly, we 

consider it very likely that a large part of the errors in radio-tracking during this study 

were caused by electrical interference from the power lines . 

Electrical interference is rarely mentio•1ed in the literature as a possible cause of 

radiotracking errors. Ward et al ( 1986) stated that electric fences sometimes 

distorted fixes. However, they give n0 evidence to support this assertion. This 

potential effect needs to be quantified before its impact on other studies can be 

assessed. Where possible a new study area without sources of electrical interference 
I 

should be chosen. In our case the only area available to measure the effects of 

experimental habitat modification was close to power lines. Either a "close

approach" radio-tracking strategy, or some other method of studying ferret and cat 

movements and activity, would have been needed to circumvent the problem. 

However, perhaps the most important lesson for us has come from having spent three 

months of exhausting radio-tracking to collect unusable data. We urge our fellow 
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mammalogists to heed the urgings of Lee et al (1985) and Lloyd (1988) to thoroughly 

check triangulation errors before designing the most effective radio-tracking 

sampling strategy, and before choosing the most appropriate study area. 

We thank the night workers Belinda Smale and Richard Griffiths for all their help, and the Department 

of Conservation (Twizel) and the University of Otago for logistical support. Funding for this project 

was provided by the Eleanor Hellaby Grassland Trust and the Animal Health Board. 
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Appendix 4.4 

The total number of animal captures during the additional trapping in February 1994. 

Predator Site Cover type lsld/Mnld Date of 
capture 

Kitten TE Non-target cover Mainland 24-Feb-94 
Ferret TE Non-target cover Island 20-Feb-94 
Ferret TE Non-target cover Island 25-Feb-94 
Harrier TE Non-target cover lvlainl and 25-Feb-94 
Rat TE Non-target cover lvla in I and 20-Feb-94 

Kitten OH Non-target cover Mainland 23-Feb-94 
Kitten OH Farmland lvlainland 25-Feb-94 
Harri er OH Non-target cover lvlainland 15-Feb-94 
Harri er OH Willow lvlainland 23-Feb-94 
Harri er OH Non-target cover lvlainland 25-Feb-94 
Hedgehog OH Farm I and lvlainland 17-Feb-94 
Hedgehog OH Willow Mainland 18-Feb-94 
Hedgehog OH Non-target cover lvlainland 24-Feb-94 
Hedgehog OH Willow lvlainland 24-Feb-94 
Hedgehog OH Willow lvlainland 24-Feb-94 
Hedgehog OH Willow lvlainland 25-Feb-94 
Hedgehog OH Willow lvla f n I and 25-Feb-94 
Black-backed gul I OH No cover Island 20-Feb-94 
Possum OH Non-target cover lvla in I and 1 9-Feb-94 
Rat OH Willow Mainland 19-Feb-94 
Rat OH Non-target cover Island 20-Feb-94 
Rat OH Willow lvlainland 20-Feb-94 

Kitten TC Non-target cover lvlainland 24-Feb-94 
Kitten TC Non-target cover lvlainland 24-Feb-94 
Ferret TC Non-target cover lvla in I and 23-Feb-94 
Hedgehog TC Non-target cover lvlainland 1 9-Feb-94 
Hedgehog TC Willow lvlainland 23-Feb-94 
Hedgehog TC Non-target cover Mainland 24-Feb-94 
Hedgehog TC Willow Mainland 25-Feb-94 
Hare TC Non-target cover Island 23-Feb-94 
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Appendix 4.5 

A summary of the number of effective trap nights (ETN) and predator captures for 

each study site, for each season and for combined study sites and seasons using Cage 

traps. 

Site Season ETN Predators Captures Captures No. of 
per 100 TN Individuals 

TE 1992/93 479 Cat 3 0.63 3 
Ferret 1 7 3.55 9 
Harrier 1 4 2.92 1 1 
Hedgehogs 6 1.25 

1993/94 827 Cat 1 0.12 1 
Ferret 0 0 0 
Harrier 2 2.67 1 
Hedgehogs 1 2 1.45 

Combined 1306 Cat 4 0.31 4 
seasons Ferret 17 1.3 9 

Harrier 1 6 1.23 1 2 
Hedgehogs 1 8 1.38 

Q-1 1992/93 321 Cat 7 2.18 5 
Ferret 1 3 4.05 9 
Harrier 1 0 3.12 7 
Hedgehogs 2 0.62 

1993/94 497.5 Cat 0 0 0 
Ferret 1 0.2 1 
Harrier 0 0 0 
Hedgehogs 3 0.6 

Combined 818.5 Cat 7 0.86 5 
seasons Ferret 1 4 1. 71 1 0 

Harrier 1 0 1.22 7 
Hedgehogs 5 0.61 

lC 1992/93 263.5 Cat 3 1.14 2 
Ferret 2 0.76 
Harrier 5 1. 9 4 
Hedgehogs 1 3 4.93 

1993/94 601 Cat 0 0 0 
Ferret 0 0 0 
Harrier 0 0 0 
Hedgehogs 1 3 2.16 

Combined 864.5 Cat 3 0.35 2 
seasons Ferret 2 0.23 

Harrier 5 0.58 4 
Hedgehogs 26 3 

Combined 1992/93 1063.5 Cat 1 3 1.22 1 0 
sites Ferret 32 3 17 

Harrier 29 2.73 20 
Hedgehogs 21 1.97 

1993/94 1925.5 Cat 1 0.05 1 
Ferret 1 0.05 1 
Harrier 2 0.1 1 
Hedgehogs 28 1.45 

Combined 2989 Cat 14 0.47 1 1 
seasons Ferret 33 1 . 1 18 

Harrier 31 1.03 21 
Hedgehogs 49 1.64 
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Appendix 4.6 

A summary of the number of effective trap nights (ETN) and predator captures for 

each study site, for each season and for combined study sites and seasons using Tube 

and Elliot traps. 

Site Season Trap type ETN Predators Captures Captures No. of 
per 100 TN Individuals 

TE 1992/93 Tube 410 Cat 0 0 0 
Ferret 0 0 0 
Hedgehogs 8 1.95 

1993/94 Elliot 682.5 Cat 1 0.15 1 
Ferret 0 0 0 
Hedgehogs 7 Lo3 

Combined Tube & Elliot 1092.5 Cat 1 0.09 1 
seasons Ferret 0 0 0 

Hedgehogs 15 1.4 

Qi 1992/93 Elliot 385 Cat 2 0.52 2 
Ferret 1 0.26 1 
Hedgehogs 1 0.26 

1993/94 Elliot 458 Cat 0 0 0 
Ferret 0 0 0 
Hedgehogs 1 0.22 

Combined Elliot 843 Cat 2 0.24 
seasons Ferret 1 0.12 1 

Hedgehogs 2 0.24 

lC 1992/93 Elliot 290.5 Cat 1 0.34 1 
Ferret 1 0.34 1 
Hedgehogs 1 1 3.8 

1993/94 Elliot 402.5 Cat 0 0 0 
Ferret 0 0 0 
Hedgehogs 25 6.2 

Combined Elliot 693 Cat 1 0.14 1 
seasons Ferret 1 0.14 1 

Hedgehogs 36 5.19 

Combined 1992/93 Tube &. Elliot 1085.5 Cat 3 0.28 3 
sites Ferret 2 0.18 2 

Hedgehogs 20 1.84 
1993/94 Elliot 1543 Cat 1 0.06 1 

Ferret 0 0 0 
Hedgehogs 33 2.14 

Combined Tube & Elliot 2628.5 Cat 4 0.15 4 
seasons Ferret 2 0.08 2 

Hedgehogs 53 2.02 
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Appendix 4.7 

The total number of effective trap nights (ETN) and predator captures, split between 

cover type, mainland and island habitat and farmland. 

Site Season No Cover Non-target cover Willow Mainland Island Farmland 

TE 1992/93 
Cage (ETN) 88 77.5 309 162.5 314 
cat captures 0 3 0 3 0 
ferret captures 0 8 9 10 7 
harrier captures 0 5 9 7 7 
hedgehog captures 0 1 5 6 0 
Tube (ETN) 87.5 70 251.5 127.5 282.5 
cat captures 0 0 0 0 0 
ferret captures 0 0 0 0 0 
hedgehog captures 2 0 6 4 4 

1993/94 
Cage (ETN) 349.5 259 123.5 300.5 431.5 95.5 
cat captures 0 1 0 0 1 0 
ferret captures 0 0 0 0 0 0 
harrier captures 1 0 1 1 1 0 
hedgehog captures 1 3 6 1 0 0 2 
Elliot(ETN) 333.5 233.5 114.5 291.5 391 51 
cat captures 0 1 0 1 0 0 
ferret captures 0 0 0 0 0 0 
hedgehog captures 2 1 4 5 2 1 

Q-lOIJ 1992/93 
Cage (ETN) 195.5 93 25.5 142.5 179.5 
cat captures 1 6 0 6 0 
ferret captures 0 11 2 1 3 0 
harrier captures 3 6 1 3 7 
hedgehog captures 0 2 0 2 0 
Elliot(ETN) 243.5 112 29.5 159 226 
cat captures 0 2 0 2 0 
ferret captures 0 1 0 1 0 
hedgehog captures 0 0 1 1 0 

1993/94 
Cage (ETN) 252 130.5 66.5 212.5 236 49.5 
cat captures 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ferret captures 1 0 0 1 0 0 
harrier captures 0 0 0 0 0 0 
hedgehog captures - 2 1 0 3 0 0 
Elliot(ETN) 259.5 131.5 67 215 243 48 
cat captures 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ferret captures 0 0 0 0 0 0 
hedgehog captures 1 0 0 1 0 0 

1C 1992/93 
Cage (ETN) 14 107. 187.5 256 53.5 
cat captures 0 1 2 2 1 
ferret captures 0 0 2 2 0 
harrier captures 0 3 2 3 2 
hedgehog captures 0 3 5 8 0 
Elliot(ETN) 13.5 107 169.5 231 59.5 
cat captures 0 0 1 1 0 
ferret captures 0 0 1 1 0 
hedgehog captures 0 7 4 9 2 

1993/94 
Cage (ETN) 21 170 301 402.5 88.5 109 
cat captures 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ferret captures 0 0 0 0 0 0 
harrier captures 0 0 0 0 0 0 
hedgehog captures 0 3 9 11 1 1 
E II I ot( ETN) 21 133.5 248 309 93.5 77 
cat captures 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ferret captures 0 0 0 0 0 0 
hedgehoa captures 0 6 1 9 23 2 3 
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Appendix 4.8 

(a) mainland habitat 
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(b) island habitat 
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A comparison of trap success for predators within different cover types on 

(a) mainland (no cover ETN=70, non-target cover ETN=l 74.5, willow ETN=309.5) 

and (b) island (no cover ETN=229.5, non-target cover ETN=lOl, willow ETN=217) 

habitat. (***=significant to 0.1 %, **=significant to 1 %, *=significant to 5 %). 
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Appendix 4.9 

Cat and ferret captures on islands in relation to island size, island cover and flow rate. 

Predator Site Island Size Predominating Flow rate Total No. of Date of 
(sq m) cover type (cumecs) captures individuals capture 

Cat 1E 5000 Willow 1 to 3 1 1 Sep-93 
Cat Q-1 850 Non-target cover 0 1 1 Oct-92 
Cat lC 2700 Non-target cover 1 1 Feb-93 
Ferret 1E 7700 Willow 1 to 3 1 1 Sep-92 
Ferret 1E 2000 Willow 2 2 Sep-92 
Ferret 1E 75 Willow 3 2 Jan-93 

Appendix 4.10 

Predator captures in TE before and after willow removal. 

Target willow' = Area of willow affected by the removal programme. 

'Undisturbed areas'= All other areas in TE. Includes no cover, non-target cover and 

willow not affected by the clearance. 

Site No. of Cat Ferret Hedgehog 
trap nights captures captures captures 

Target wi I low 1992/93 1 91.5 0 4 0 

Target wi I low 1993/94 217 1 0 0 

Undisturbed areas 1 993/94 250 3 13 6 

Undisturbed areas 1 992/93 515 0 0 1 0 

NB. "Target willow 1993/94' encompasses the same area as 'Target willow 1992/93'. 

However, in 'Target willow 1993/94' all the willow had been cleared. 




